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ABOUT THIS REPORT

This report on the types and effects of changes made to the legal and regulatory framework for media and information in sub-Saharan Africa between 2016 and 2020, is one of four reports to be published by University of Westminster Press in 2021 and 2022. The series explores on the one hand, the types, drivers and effects of misinformation in sub-Saharan Africa today, and, on the other, three approaches to reducing associated harm: (i) fact-checking, (ii) media or misinformation literacy and (iii) changes to the legal and regulatory framework for media and information.

The four reports all draw, in part, on a study of more than 1,200 examples of false or misleading information identified as circulating on the continent by one or more of the 14 fact-checking organisations that published fact-checks regularly across Africa between 1 July and 31 December 2019. The report on types, drivers and effects of misinformation, based on that study will be published in 2022.

The series also explores the three main responses put forward in sub-Saharan Africa in reaction to concerns about misinformation following the unexpected outcome of the United Kingdom’s June 2016 referendum on its membership of the EU (Cadwalladr, 2017), the November 2016 election of US President Donald J. Trump (Read, 2016) and revelation of government-backed disinformation campaigns in South Africa (Skiti & Shoba, 2017), Kenya (Dahir, 2018) and Nigeria (Cadwalladr, 2018) around that same period.

The first two reports in the series examine responses that fall within the remit of government. This starts with a report into the extent and effects of the teaching of media literacy in seven countries on the continent. The study found only very limited elements of broad media literacy knowledge or skills included in the curricula taught in state schools in six of the seven countries, the exception being South Africa. Elements of media literacy related specifically to misinformation were identified in the curricula in only one province of that country: the Western Cape. The report also proposes recognition of a new model or subtype of media literacy that is focused on teaching knowledge and skills specific to misinformation: misinformation literacy. This identifies the knowledge and skills required to spot and dismiss false information as: (i) the context in which misinformation and accurate information are produced; (ii) who creates misinformation and who creates accurate information; (iii) the main types or forms of false content, and how to identify key features distinguishing this from fair

59 The countries studied were Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa and Uganda.
and accurate content; (iv) the processes by which false and accurate information circulate, and can thus be identified; (v) that reasons for which individuals, ourselves included, consume and believe false information and (vi) the consequences of believing and sharing false information. I call these knowledge and skills ‘misinformation literacy’.

This second report examines the nature and effects of changes made to laws and regulations related to ‘false information’ between 2016 and 2020 and seeks to answer two key research questions:

i. What changes to legal and regulatory measures related to media and information did authorities in 11 sub-Saharan African countries introduce from 2016 to 2020, in response to declared concerns about misinformation?

ii. What effect, if any, can these measures be shown to have had on (a) the flow of misinformation, harmful or otherwise, and (b) freedom of speech and freedom of the media on the continent?

To answer these questions, the report:

i. Sets out evidence, drawn from official records, news reports, interviews and civil society monitoring, of changes to the regulatory and legal framework for media and information in 11 sub-Saharan countries from 2016 to 2020.

ii. Sets out evidence, drawn from a separate forthcoming report in this series, other academic papers, civil society reports and news reports, of the types and drivers of misinformation in circulation in sub-Saharan Africa and what is known of its effects.

iii. Sets the legal and regulatory changes made in Africa in a global context by examining changes to the regulatory and legal framework in countries and regions outside Africa over the same period.

iv. Examines how closely the laws and regulations in place across the continent correlate with what is known of the types, drivers and effects of misinformation, and what is known of their effects.

The third report in the series, to be published in 2022, sets out how the growth in concern about the effects of misinformation worldwide from 2016 onward also added impetus to a growth in fact-checking across the continent. The report shows that, after the first fact-checking organisation was set up on the
continent in 2012, more than 14 operations emerged across Africa between 2016 and 2020 and examines their working practices and structures.

The final report in the series identifies the key types, drivers and actual and potential effects of misinformation on the continent, drawing on evidence from the study of more than 1,200 examples of false or misleading information identified by fact-checking organisations as circulating on the continent, and on recent scholarship in the field.

---
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the 5 years since 2016, 10 of the 11 sub-Saharan countries we surveyed for this report introduced or amended laws or regulations penalising publication or broadcast of information authorities declare ‘false’, whereas the other country used existing laws for the same purpose. This almost doubled the number of laws or regulations in place from 17 to 31.

In this report, we compare the terms of this legislation with what we know of misinformation in Africa and show that many existing and new laws and regulations have a chilling effect on media freedom and public debate. They also miss the declared target of reducing the harm caused by false information, failing to address the harm misinformation causes in an effective or proportionate manner or on an effective scale.

» One third of laws penalise publication regardless of whether harm may be caused

In the case of 10 of the 31 existing and new laws or regulations we examined, no evidence is required that the publication or broadcast of the allegedly false information caused actual or potential harm for publication to be penalised. The alleged falsity of the information is enough. Penalising the dissemination of information that cannot be shown to cause, or risk particular serious types of harm not only violates international laws such as Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 19, 1966). It also does nothing to reduce the harm that misinformation can cause.

| TABLE 1 ‘ANTI-FALSE NEWS’ LAWS NEARLY DOUBLED IN 2016–2020 IN 11 COUNTRIES STUDIED |
| The laws undermine media freedom but miss declared target of reducing harm, by |
| 1. Failing to require evidence the allegedly false information caused or risked potential harm – for publication to be an offence |
| 2. Using broad, vague terms for what is “false” and applying laws in partisan way against journalists and political critics |
| 3. Employing punitive approaches illegitimate in international law |
| 4. Failing to promote access to reliable information |
| 5. Failing to enable media and civil society to counter harmful misinformation with corrective information |
| 6. Failing to counter the problem of harmful misinformation coming from politicians, officials |
| Countries: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa & Uganda. |
Our research shows that while 14 out of 31 of the laws and regulations studied relate to types of information said to cause or risk harm in fields in which restrictions on free expression are permitted under Article 19 – the rights or reputation of individuals or institutions, public order or public health – six laws relate to harms caused, or alleged, in fields under which restrictions are not permitted by international law (see Table 10 for details).

In total, almost half the new or existing laws thus restrict freedom expression in fields not agreed by international law. Moreover, where they do apply to fields where restrictions are permitted, proving harmful effects is often either difficult or impossible and the laws and regulations we reviewed offer no guidance for how the harm or risk of harm they address should be established.

> Laws and regulations do not address the key types, drivers or originators of harmful false information, have minimal effect in curbing harm

Coming after information is published, reactive legal punishment will not directly reduce or prevent harm already caused. Where laws or regulations are used to deter or prevent individuals or institutions from continuing to spread directly harmful misinformation – be that financial hoaxes perpetrated against Ugandan radio listeners, or dangerous public health misinformation related to Covid-19 in South Africa, both described in Section 7.2, – it is plausible they may reduce harm caused. In practice, however, we found the laws and regulations we reviewed fail to address the many different types, topics and channels of misinformation, what drives it and who originates it. And measured against the vast scale of harmful misinformation in circulation on the continent, the scale on which reactive legal action is taken is minimal. With a dozen examples of enforcement action taken in 3 months in the 11 countries we studied, most of those applied to cases not shown to cause harm, the whole body of laws and regulations have very limited direct effect on the levels of harm misinformation can cause.

> Broad, vague terms make laws open to partisan abuse

While doing little to directly reduce the harm caused by misinformation, the broad and vague terms used for what constitutes ‘false’ information and how harm is caused allow courts to use laws in partisan ways. And as we set out in Section 7.3, this is what appears to happen. The majority of those punished for ‘false’ information in the first half of 2020 under laws we reviewed were critics of the government. No evidence showed officials were prosecuted.

61 The Disinformation Tracker project identified 12 law enforcement actions taken against ‘false’ information in the 11 countries we studied in 3 months, March to May 2020. See https://www.disinformationtracker.org
Ensuring access to trustworthy information is one of the best ways to reduce the harm from misinformation – but is not implemented in practice

By contrast with the punitive approach, our study suggests that providing the public with easy access to reliable official information on important topics reduces the flow of misinformation. And, while the number of governments that have passed freedom of information legislation has increased since 2016, implementation and focus on the accuracy of official information remain poor.

A replicable method for identifying appropriate laws against ‘false information’

This method for identifying legal responses to misinformation, appropriate under international law on freedom of expression, thus involves examining the terms of such laws against what is known of misinformation types, drivers and effects. We reviewed the effects of punitive policies and those of positive approaches that provide accountability in political debate, the media and online by promoting access to accurate information and corrective speech. While our study focused on laws related to ‘false information’ in Africa, this approach is replicable worldwide.

**TABLE 2 FIVE STEPS: MISINFORMATION HARM MAY BE REDUCED IF AUTHORITIES**

1. Develop standards-based independent systems of media regulation to improve trust in media
2. Improve access of public and civil society to official information on important topics
3. Build systems into parliamentary procedures to promote the accuracy of official information
4. Work with other countries to require a transparent, standards-based approach to content moderation by global tech companies
5. Revise laws noncompliant with international law so sanctions are evidence-based, proportionate, and apply only when harm or risk of harm is proven
2. MISINFORMATION: ONE PART OF A WIDER INFORMATION DISORDER

To understand the effects that any laws or regulations may or may not have in reducing the harm misinformation causes, it is necessary to understand the types and drivers of false information. To do so, it is essential to understand the extent to which much if not all misinformation is both part of and often driven by a broader dysfunction in the information system. For that, we need first to fully understand the terms that we use.

2.1. ‘Fake news’: a misleading term, used to dismiss information, false or not

The term ‘fake news’, which if taken literally would apply only to fabricated information produced in a news format to deceive about its origins or accuracy, has been used widely since 2016 by politicians, headline writers and the public to dismiss all sorts of information as false or biased, without needing to detail ways in which the information is wrong, and regardless of its accuracy (Farksas & Schou, 2018; Habgood-Coote, 2018; HLEG – EU High Level Expert Group, 2018; Le Roux, 2020a). Although the term is used so widely that it cannot be ignored, we believe that it is not a useful definitional term and it is only used in this report in quotations.

2.2. ‘Misinformation’ or ‘disinformation’ – the difference is intent

By contrast, the term ‘misinformation’, is used throughout the report, referring as it does to false or misleading information created or spread without necessarily being intended to mislead. The term ‘disinformation’ is used to refer to false or misleading information known to have been created and spread to mislead. The key difference is known intent. Differentiating between these different forms of false information matters for regulation of information where authorities take intent into account. We set out examples of these different forms of false information in Section 3.1.

2.3. ‘Information disorder’ – dysfunction in the information system that undermines public understanding

Misinformation and disinformation are identified as key components of what Dr Claire Wardle and Hossein Derakhshan defined in 2017 as ‘information disorder’.

62 The Final Report of the High-Level Expert Group on Fake News and Online Disinformation in 2018 urged that the term ‘fake news’ be dropped, arguing: ‘The term “fake news” is not only inadequate, but also misleading, because it has been appropriated by some politicians and their supporters, who use the term to dismiss coverage that they find disagreeable’.
This, they argued, comprises misinformation, disinformation and ‘mal-information’, defined as ‘genuine information shared to cause harm, such as through the public sharing of private information’ (Wardle & Derakhshan, 2017). While all three forms of information do circulate in Africa, as elsewhere, mal-information has not been identified as a widespread issue in studies we have reviewed.

Based on study of the types and drivers of misinformation for this series, we argue that the key elements of dysfunction in the information system are: (i) mis/disinformation, (ii) the distorted focus of information and (iii) the lack of easy public access to accurate information. Together, all three are crucial factors in undermining public understanding. The latter two are crucial in the creation and spread of false information.

2.4. The effects of distorted focus of information

Information need not to be specifically inaccurate to mislead its audience. The promotion and/or censorship of information on particular topics may distort audience understanding, even where the information distributed is not inaccurate in itself. The distortion in the focus of information available to the public happens through political censorship by authorities, editorial choices made by mainstream media and the operational design of social media platforms and messaging systems, among other mechanisms.

Up to the late 1980s, mass media in a majority of sub-Saharan countries was predominately government-controlled and had limited penetration beyond urban centres in the majority of African countries. This remains the case in several countries today (Ndlela & Mano, 2020). Even without government controls, mass media around the world often focus on issues in ways that, even if the information itself may be accurate, risk distorting their audience’s understanding of particular issues in society.

To consider one example, a 2019 study of media coverage of crime in South Africa found that whereas fewer than 20% of femicides carried out during the study period were reported in South African media, more than 70% of so-called ‘farm murders’ received media coverage; a disparity reflected in public perceptions of risks of crime to white farm owners and to women as a whole (Brodie, 2019). While direct causal links have not been proven between the balance of this media coverage and these public perceptions of crime risks, studies such as Tiegreen and Newman, in 2009, and Lagos Lira and Toledo, in 2014, show ‘exposure to certain types of news coverage of crime is related to elevated fears of crime and perceptions of personal risk’ (Brodie, 2019).

Other studies have also found the focus of information that the public receive can affect both public understanding and behaviour. Five field studies undertaken in
the United States and India and published in 2015 suggested that distorting the information voters found online through the manipulation of online search rankings could, in certain conditions ‘shift the voting preferences of undecided voters by 20% or more’ (Epstein & Robertson, 2015). Distortions of the focus of information available to the public, through the promotion or censorship of particular information, this suggests has the potential to distort public understanding. Furthermore, as other studies show, elevated fears of phenomena such as crime or health risks, due to such distortion, may raise susceptibility to misinformation (Vicol, 2020).

2.5. The effects of lack of access to accurate information

An important means of countering false information is ensuring access to reliable information. However, the studies of fact-checking and misinformation that are part of this series show a lack of easy public access to reliable information on matters of public interest on the continent, and show this plays a major role in undermining public understanding and causing the spread of misinformation.

First, studies of ‘data voids’, identified by the US researchers Golebiewski and Boyd as topics ‘for which the available relevant data are limited, non-existent or deeply problematic’, and ‘data deficits’, as defined by Shane and Noel, are neither limited in Africa to the online world nor to obscure topics. Rather they drive the creation and spread of much misinformation (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b; Golebiewski & Boyd, 2019; Kainja, 2020; Shane & Noel, 2020). This can be illustrated by the example of false claims made by health officials and their critics in South Africa in 2012 about the percentage of children receiving all the necessary childhood vaccinations (Dyosop, 2012) and claims made by officials and activists in Nigeria about the level of gender-based violence in the country (Adebajo, 2019a). In both cases, lack of access to reliable data was a crucial factor in driving the false claims made.

The lack of access to reliable data also hinders efforts to counter misinformation. For fact-checkers in Africa: ‘The number one challenge is access to data. Number two is access to officials;’ Annie Payep-Nlepe, founder of the Cameroonian fact-checking organisation Stop Intox, told the study of fact-checking that is part of this series (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022a), confirming a point made by other fact-checking organisations interviewed.

These inter-related problems – misinformation and disinformation, the distorted focus of information and the lack of access to accurate information – are not, of course, responsible alone for the misperceptions that all individuals hold on important issues. As the social researcher Bobby Duffy has noted, individuals across the world show poor understanding of many topics – from the level of crime in
their country to the number of people of retirement age – not simply because of information they take in but also ‘how they think’; their natural biases and heuristics (Duffy, 2018). Nevertheless, the studies of misinformation and fact-checking that are part of this series show that these three aspects of information disorder do all either reduce or distort public understanding on important topics, and the distorted focus of information and lack of access to accurate information contribute to driving misinformation.

2.6. Effective regulation would address all aspects of information disorder

To be effective, we therefore argue, any strategy to reduce the spread of and harm caused by this wider information disorder would need to include appropriate responses to potentially harmful false information in circulation. At the same time, it would also need to include both systems of ensuring appropriate balance in the media, such as enabling standards-based media self-regulation, and measures to ensure greater public access to accurate information on important topics. It is on the basis of all three points that we assess the legal and regulatory measure in place.
3. HOW EXISTING AND NEW LEGISLATION MISSES THE DECLARED TARGET

In the years since 2016, researchers have proposed numerous taxonomies of the different forms of misinformation and disinformation in circulation; defining ways in which information may be false, partly false or misleading, the different ways inauthentic online behaviours may mislead the public and the means to determine intent (Douek, 2020; Posetti & Matthews, 2018; Wardle & Derakhshan, 2017). For this report, we draw on these taxonomies and add our own and examine the terms of the laws and regulations brought in across the countries studied for this report, in the light of the types and patterns of misinformation found in our study to be circulating in sub-Saharan Africa (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). Doing so, enables us to assess how closely the regulatory measures address the different forms and drivers of misinformation in circulation and the effects they have.

3.1. Misinformation is more than ‘false news’ – 11 ways claims distort reality

Laws and regulations studied in this report identify information as either true and legitimate, or false and subject to penalties. Studies of misinformation, by contrast, show the ways in which misinformation distorts understanding can be complex. This matters in terms of the legislation’s effects. Many ‘false’ statements contain elements of both accurate and inaccurate information our study shows. The judgment of what is a fair or unfair claim is often complicated, as fact-checking organisations observe (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022a; Graves, 2016). Moreover, what distorts understanding is often not an isolated false claim, but a whole set formed into a wider false narrative, giving claims not isolated but cumulative effect. And online misinformation includes phenomena such as manipulating platform systems to artificially promote a topic (distorted focus of attention) or create a false impression of public opinion – ‘coordinated inauthentic behaviour’ (Douek, 2020; Le Roux, 2020b). The report on misinformation, found 11 ways misinformation distorts reality – the majority of which are not reflected in the laws and regulations we studied.

This failure to reflect the complexity of misinformation is significant, since, if laws are only applied to information that can reasonably be found to be entirely false, they risk failing to address many types of misinformation that are potentially harmful to individuals and society. But if laws apply in the same way to all misinformation, they risk unfairly penalising claims that are a matter of reasonable debate.
TABLE 3 ELEVEN WAYS THAT MISINFORMATION OR DISINFORMATION DISTORT UNDERSTANDING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seven types of false or misleading information – intent to mislead may or may not be known</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Unproven (A factual claim for which no definitive proof is publicly available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Satire (A factual claim that originated as satire but is understood to be true)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• False (A factual claim that is wholly false)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mislabeled or misattributed (A factual claim, often an image or statement, that is labelled or attributed in ways that distort understanding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Misleading (A factual claim that bears some truth but lacks crucial context or detail and so distorts understanding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Overstated or understated (A factual claim that overstates or understates the level or scale of a position)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Conflated (A factual claim that conflates issues in a way that distorts understanding)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Four types of false information – intent to mislead clear from the deliberate nature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Fabricated or manipulated (Content, presented as real, all or part of which is fabricated or manipulated in ways that distort understanding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Imposter content (Content falsely presented as having been created by an individual or organisation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Coordinated inauthentic behaviour (Fake accounts and manipulation of social media to create a false or misleading understanding, particularly of public attitudes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hoax or scam (A false factual claim intended to deceive – often to spread computer viruses, or other harms, to deceive for amusement, illicit reward or other effect)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. **Misinformation affects more than politics, public order and public health – 20 common topics of misinformation found**

Laws and regulations will also only be fully effective in reducing harm if they address the full range of topics where misinformation causes harmful effects. Much of the concern expressed by politicians and the media about misinformation around the world since 2016 has focused on the actual or potential effects of misinformation on just three fields: electoral politics, public order and public health (Okakwu, 2018; Read, 2016; Thomas, 2020).

As we show, concerns about these three fields are reflected in the existing and new laws in place today across the continent. Article 173 of the Penal Code of Cote d’Ivoire sanctions publication of ‘false information’ that could harm the reputation of institutions. Section 43(7) of the 2008 Mass Media and Freedom of Information Proclamation in Ethiopia prohibits publication of ‘false accusations’ against multiple categories of public official. Section 60 of the Penal Code in Malawi criminalises publication of false statements that may ‘cause fear and alarm to the public or do disturb the public peace’. And in South Africa, the 2002 Disaster Management Act was used in 2020 to make it a crime to publish any statement with the ‘intent to deceive’ about Covid-19, or measures taken by the government in response to Covid-19 (see Section 6.4.11 for details).
Although these three fields – politics, public order and public health – are all important, the study of misinformation that is part of this series found potentially harmful false information relating a far wider range of fields, set out below (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4 TWENTY TOPICS ON WHICH POTENTIALLY HARMFUL MISINFORMATION CIRCULATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Accidents, disasters and need</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims related to accidents, disasters and hoax claims of need to appeal for donations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11. International relations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. a foreign government’s activity or views, international disputes, public figures’ relationship with foreign powers, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Business and economy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. businesses, business sectors or a variety of economic indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12. Job offer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims of job opportunities at companies; often financial scams or harvesting of user IDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Celebrities and the famous</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims of celebrity deaths or, claims ref. behaviour or views of well-known people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13. Media</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims about coverage of mainstream media, regulation of media. Also, imposter content claiming to be mainstream media content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Crime and justice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. particular crimes, crime rates, policing, conviction rates, prison numbers, social factors in crime and more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14. Migration and communities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. size, behaviour, beliefs, economic and legal status of particular communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Education</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. school attendance, funding and costs, performances and standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15. Miscellaneous topics, including natural world</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims on topics from the natural world, hoaxes for show or audience, satire on misc. topics, random topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Environment and the climate</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. climate change, state of environment, energy sector and wildlife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16. People drawn into public life</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False identification of person as implicated in public life and/or smear of those drawn into public life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Financial and other opportunities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims of financial or other opportunities such as company giveaways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>17. Politics, politicians and elections</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. election processes, results, politicians’ views or activity, public opinion or support, political appointments and more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. attributes and status of genders, gender violence, code of dress, marriage laws and other relevant codes of behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>18. Sex and sexuality</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. norms of sexual behaviour, status of different sexual relationships, sexual behaviour of teenagers, different genders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9. Governance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. government success, spending, behaviour, cost of or access to services and cost of governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>19. State of the country (infrastructure and development)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims on state of infrastructure (road, rail, electricity, etc.) and development indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10. Health</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims on topics from false cures to symptoms, causes and prevalence of health conditions, diet, effect of activity, costs and quality of and access to healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20. Unrest and violence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False claims ref. security, civil unrest, politically linked violence, ethnic or religious conflict</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data drawn from the study of information identified as false by one or more of 14 fact-checking organisations in Africa between January 2019 and June 2020 (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). The list is not exhaustive.
Setting aside, for now, the question of how laws might be used to address misinformation, it is clear that existing regulations do not effectively address the potentially harmful misinformation affecting this wide range of topics.

3.3. *Misinformation not restricted to traditional and social media – false claims spread in public speeches, parliament, on posters and product labels*

Our study found that new and existing laws related to false information are, for the most part, not concerned by its format, proposing sanctions whether it is transmitted in a written article, the spoken word, a photograph or meme. The focus of the laws is overwhelmingly on the means by which material spreads; aimed at information spread on traditional or social media channels, not at misinformation spread in other settings such as in parliament, at political rallies, in church or mosque, or even in product labels on fake medicine bottles.

In Benin, the *Code du numérique* (2018), for example, prescribes sanctions for ‘anyone who creates or shares false information against a person, via social media or digital means’. In Ethiopia, the Mass Media and Freedom of Information Proclamation (2008) prohibits false claims made in mass media. In Cote d’Ivoire, the *Loi 2017-867* (2017) prohibits the publication of any ‘false news’ through the press. In Nigeria in 2015 and Niger in 2019, authorities introduced ‘cybercrime’ laws, dealing with ‘false information’ or ‘false news’ spread on social media and online. In Uganda, the Computer Misuse Act (2011) criminalises the use of ‘electronic communication’, false or not, that authorities decide may disturb or attempt to disturb the peace. Meanwhile the Uganda Communications Act (2013) allows authorities to prohibit TV or radio broadcasts they find to present ‘distortion of facts’. Against this, we found few examples of legislation relating to false information spread in other channels.

However, while traditional and social media are indeed major channels of false information, studies show that harmful misinformation spreads via a broad range of channels, online and offline, from false statements made at political meetings to false claims on medical product labels or posters in the streets (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b; Hitchen, 2018; Kondowe, 2019). Such claims have clear potential to cause harm, from distorting public policy to causing serious medical harm.

In total, the study of misinformation that is part of this series identified false information being shared in a dozen different formats and on 16 different types of channel. Regulations focused primarily on addressing misinformation circulating in traditional media thus risk missing much misinformation that is their declared target.
### TABLE 5 MISINFORMATION ON 16 CHANNELS, IN MORE THAN A DOZEN FORMATS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Misinformation – on multiple channels</th>
<th>In more than a dozen formats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drawn from the study of misinformation identified across Africa from January 2019 to June 2020 (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). The list is not exhaustive.</td>
<td>Drawn from the study of misinformation identified across Africa January 2019-June 2020. (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b) The list is not exhaustive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Community networks</td>
<td>1. Broadcast statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Company or org website</td>
<td>2. Community rumours or myths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Domestic media</td>
<td>3. Email chain statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Email</td>
<td>4. Faked documents, web pages, sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Foreign media</td>
<td>5. Memes shared online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Government documents, reports</td>
<td>6. Official statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hyper-partisan news website</td>
<td>7. Photos or photo captions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Junk news site</td>
<td>8. Product labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• NGO report</td>
<td>9. Public signs or posters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Phone message</td>
<td>10. Speeches to live audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Product label</td>
<td>11. Videos or video captions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Public poster or signage</td>
<td>12. Voice notes or phone messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Satire site</td>
<td>13. Written news articles, written posts online or on messaging apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Social media/messaging platform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Speech at public event</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4. Government, religious and traditional leaders among key creators

As we set out in Section 7.3, the primary targets of the laws in place relating to false information, put in place since 2016, have been either journalists in traditional media or opposition politicians making criticisms of the governments. This is shown both by the framing of the regulations themselves and by how they have been applied in practice. Among the 11 countries studied, Benin, Cote d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Kenya, Nigeria and Uganda all have existing or new legislation penalising the publication or broadcast of ‘false’ information by the media. Data from the civil society project Disinformation Tracker, meanwhile, show that in all but one case, those targeted by law enforcement actions in the 11 countries studied were either journalists or opposition politicians (Section 7.3 for details)63.

By contrast, studies of misinformation show sources of misinformation range from government politicians to religious and traditional leaders, journalists and opposition politicians but also business leaders, self-declared health practitioners and others. The Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2020 found that the source of misinformation that most concerns average citizens worldwide is domestic politicians, both government and opposition (Newman et al, 2020). And numerous reports on misinformation have identified examples of the role of both government and opposition politicians, among others in spreading false information (Brennan et al, 2020; Le Roux, 2020a).

The study that is part of this series found that, in every country studied, misinformation is created and spread by a wide range of actors from media and opposition

---

63 See https://www.disinformationtracker.org
politicians to governments, public institutions, business leaders, traditional and religious leaders, special interest groups, offline community networks and ordinary social media users. The study groups these sources into three broad categories of well-known, easily identified elite individuals and groups, those lesser known but identifiable and unknown individuals and groups (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). This range is not reflected in the laws we studied.

The failure of the laws and regulations we reviewed for this study to address the active role taken by government officials and politicians, traditional and religious leaders, businesses and other powerful individuals and institutions in originating much of the harmful misinformation identified limits the potential effectiveness of the regulations in reducing the harm certain types of misinformation can cause.

### 3.5. Factors that drive the creation and spread of false information

To be effective in deterring behaviour carried out on a large scale by a diverse group of actors, laws also need to address what motivates or drives the behaviour. In the case of misinformation, studies show a diverse set of elements involved in driving the creation and spread of false information. These range from psychological factors such as motivated reasoning and strong emotional responses to stimuli (Duffy, 2020; Vicol, 2020) to more calculated political motivations (Burke & Harding, 2019; Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b; Oborne, 2005). Financial incentives drive the creation of both scams (Cable et al, 2020) and much misinformation that serves as clickbait (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). The operating systems of many social media platforms promote material to which users show strong emotional responses (Statt, 2020; Wardle, 2019). In addition, people and institutions both make mistakes and fail to verify information they originate or share. The study of misinformation in Africa that is part of this series for its part identified a similar range of factors driving misinformation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 6 WHO SPREADS MISINFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Well known public figures and institutions – media and politicians, celebrities, businesses, religious and traditional leaders – via official and mainstream channels</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This includes: academics and think-tanks; businesses and business leaders; celebrities; domestic politicians; foreign politicians; mainstream domestic media; mainstream foreign media; international organisations; labour leaders; news websites and blogs; NGOs/civil society organisations; religious leaders and groups; satirists; social media users; supposed experts in specialist fields; state officials, and; traditional rulers/community leaders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lesser known but identifiable activists/promoters – most often via social media and offline community networks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This includes: self-styled health practitioners or sites; conspiracy theorists; ethnic or religious activists; known or suspected political activists; hyper partisan news websites; and junk news sites or social media pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unknown individuals or groups – most often via social media and off-line community networks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This includes: ‘bad actors’ seeking to cause practical harm (e.g. spread computer viruses); bad actors seeking to cause political effects; community networks spreading myths; hoaxers and scammers; unknown social media users; and unknown individuals or groups acting off-line.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Findings from the study of misinformation identified across Africa January 2019 to June 2020 (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). The list is not exhaustive.
In addition to this mix, the study identified a set of broader factors in the working practices of three key societal sectors as major drivers of false information.

First, the competitive nature of politics drives many politicians to make false statements in order to advance. And the failure of parliamentary authorities to sanction those doing so in parliament or campaign speeches provides politicians with little perceived reason to stick to the truth. While publicly condemning those who spread false information, many politicians are known in practice to go further, and sponsor illicit operations creating and spreading false claims online about their opponents. In Kenya, for example, the executive office of the presidency was reported in 2015 to have employed two groups known as the 36 bloggers, and the 527 militia, to attack its opponents online with false information (Freedom House, 2019; Kenya Today, 2015). And ahead of Nigeria’s 2019 elections, politicians were reported to have employed so-called ‘propaganda secretaries’ to spread false information about their opponents (Hassan & Hitchen, 2019). To have effect in curbing the spread of false information, laws or regulations, such as parliamentary codes of practice and electoral laws would need to address these issues, penalising the politicians who take part. Our study found they do not do so.

Second, structural weaknesses in the governance of both traditional and online media are also a major driver of misinformation. In 2020, the South African National Editors’ Forum (Sanef) declared itself worried about the widespread
use by under-trained, overworked journalists of information drawn from social media or messaging platforms; a practice seen as driving the spread of misinformation and undermining media credibility. Media ownership structures in many countries allow owners to require journalists to take particular political lines, regardless of the facts. And the failure of proprietors in many countries to pay their staff adequate salaries, and pay them regularly, often leaves journalists seeking payments in ways that distort their coverage – a practice known as ‘brown envelope journalism’ (Sanef, 2019). The media regulation systems in the countries studied have not to date addressed these issues effectively.

Third social media and messaging platforms enable the spread of misinformation through design mechanisms that promote emotionally charged inaccurate posts, and by providing financial incentives to clickbait (Crook, 2017; Read, 2016; Silverman, 2016). Patchy and inconsistent approaches to moderating content and a lack of transparency from dominant players in response to misinformation, have hampered those efforts that have been made since 2016 to tackle these problems (Ananny, 2018; Chee, 2020; Full Fact, 2019). Proper transparent regulation of the way social media and messaging platforms respond to misinformation globally, in ways consistent with both national and international laws on freedom of expression is thus also a part of any solution to the harms misinformation causes. This approach is currently missing from the regulatory approaches in most countries studied.

---

64 Interview Kate Skinner, Executive Director of Sanef, September 2020.
4. IDENTIFYING WHAT MISINFORMATION CAUSES
ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL HARM

We set out above five ways that existing and new laws and regulations miss the declared target of curbing the spread of and harm done by false information: failing to reflect (i) the diverse ways misinformation distorts understanding, (ii) the topics it affects, (iii) the channels through which it is transmitted, (iv) who creates it and (v) what drives it. Another crucial factor remains to be addressed: it is the question of misinformation's effects.

If false information were to have no actual or potential harmful effects, there would be no justification under international laws on freedom of expression for suppressing or reducing its circulation. Under Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, individuals worldwide have the right to 'seek, receive and impart information and ideas' subject only to restrictions that are both 'provided in law and necessary … [to ensure either] … respect of the rights or reputation of others… [or] the protection of national security or of public order or of public health or morals' (Article 19, 1966). In practice, this means laws should be used only to ensure individuals are protected from hate speech, unwanted sexual speech or abuse or defamation and society is protected from speech, or information, which risks imminent harm to national security, public order or public health (Kaye, 2019a). Simple falsity alone is not enough.

4.1. When and how existing and new laws address misinformation harm

To understand the effects of the existing and new laws in place against ‘false’ information in the countries we studied, we examined when and how the terms of the legislation address the potential of the information to cause actual or potential harm, and whether they set out a clear standard for how that actual harm or potential harm might be assessed.

Our study found almost one third of the laws examined offer no requirement that harm be shown to penalise publication. In a further 6 of the 31 laws, the alleged harms concerned are not recognised as reasons to permit restrictions on speech under Article 19. And in none of the laws or regulations studied did we find clear standards for how the actual or potential harm caused must be proven, for penalties to be imposed. A summary of our findings are shown below in Table 8. Details of the laws are set out in Section 6.4 of the report.

What the findings show is that more than half the 31 existing and new laws and regulations we reviewed either require no evidence of harm caused or focus on the potential for harm in fields not recognised by Article 19, and none of the regulations provide details of how such harmful effects might be proven.
TABLE 8 WHEN AND HOW LAWS ADDRESS THE HARM MISINFORMATION MAY CAUSE

- **Ten of the 31 existing or new laws** and regulations that we reviewed penalise the publication of ‘false’ information on the basis of falsity alone, with no evidence required that specific harm was or could have been caused by the information. These laws apply in Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Nigeria and Uganda.
- **Six of the laws that we reviewed** require proof that harms have or could have been caused, but in ways not accepted as reasons to restrict free speech under Article 19. These laws apply in Cote d’Ivoire, Kenya, Malawi, Niger, Nigeria and Senegal.
- **Fourteen of the laws we reviewed** require proof of actual or potential harm in ways that may be permitted under Article 19 (infringements of the rights or reputations of citizens, public order or public health). However, the terms used in many laws are broad and vague and the means by which proof for harm or risk of harm should be proven are not provided.
- **One law** requires media to allow a right of reply to those affected by false information but does not otherwise penalise its publication.

Note: More details are set out in Table 10.

4.2. Evidence of actual or potential harm caused by misinformation

The failure of the laws and regulations studied to require proof of actual or potential harm, in fields permitted under Article 19, and set out reasonable standards for what would constitute proof is not for lack of evidence of actual or potential harm caused. Evidence of the potential of misinformation to cause harmful effects is identified in a wide range of studies and reports from across Africa and around the world.

Evidence of public disorder sparked by false information has been documented in a series of studies and reports from around Africa (Adegoke, 2018; Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b; Hassan & Hitchen, 2020; Nur, 2019), India (Goel et al, 2018; McLaughlin, 2018), Myanmar (Ellis-Peterson, 2018; Kaye, 2019a) and Brazil (Cardoso & Marques, 2017).

Evidence of harms to public health caused by misinformation is documented in studies of the effects of so-called ‘bad science’ (Boseley, 2008; Larson, 2018), anti-vaccination information (Larson, 2018; Mills et al, 2005), anti-retroviral treatment for HIV in Tanzania (Thielman et al, 2014), unfounded rumours about healthcare workers in Liberia during the 2014 Ebola crisis (Roth Allen et al, 2015) and false claims about medical treatments in Nigeria (Amobi, 2020; Ogala & Ibeh, 2014) and in a systemic review of the effect of health misinformation across the world (Wang et al, 2019).

Evidence of effects of misinformation is also documented in a wide range of other fields from harms to reputations and mental health (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b), to political polarisation (Fisher & Taub, 2019; Tucker et al, 2018) and to financial hardship and identify theft (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). Some of these fields would fall under areas in which it is legitimate to restrict freedom of information, and others would not.
Proof of the effects of misinformation is not always as certain as many imagine, however. In one of the standard textbooks on media theory, first published in 1983, most recently updated in 2010, the academic Dennis McQuail identified a ‘paradox’ in discussion of the effects of mass media in general. ‘There is a widespread belief nearing on certainty, that the mass media are a powerful instrument of influence on opinion and of effects on behaviour. At the same time, there is great difficulty in predicting effects, engineering them by design or in proving that they have happened after the event’ (McQuail, 2010).

From the start of the last century to the 1930s, a broad consensus developed that the mass media of print, radio and film were a new and powerful tool, re-shaping society, able to ‘mould behaviour more or less according to the will of their controllers’, McQuail noted. Such ideas, although untested by serious research, were widely accepted until the 1930s and 1940s when academics began to question these assumptions. While the advertising industry promoted claims of strong effects, and officials in Allied governments expressed alarm about the possible effects of enemy propaganda in World War II, research found the effects were complicated to study and measure and the media’s role in shaping society had been overstated. In the new view: ‘It was not that the media had been found to be without effects or influence; rather there was no direct or one-to-one link’ (McQuail, 2010). In the 1970s, the pendulum swung again, a new generation of scholars arguing that this failure to identify direct effects was the result of the way earlier academics ran their studies. And from the 1980s onwards, the consensus has moved once more to an understanding of so-called ‘negotiated’ media influence that sees media as setting an agenda, and providing information and constructing meanings, with different audiences having the capacity to choose what to accept and what to reject (McQuail, 2010). Furthermore, other factors, such as social structure, were identified as far more influential than media.

4.3. Belief in the effects of misinformation on elections is widespread

In the first days, months and years following the shocks to UK and US politics in 2016, many commentators followed the early-20th century school of thinking, ascribing the unexpected votes to the influence of false information received from the media. The only difference this time was that the information they attributed this to was not published in traditional media but shared on social media platforms. Some saw the influence of social media as agenda-setting (Vargo et al, 2017). Others saw it as influencing voter decisions directly. ‘Donald Trump won because of Facebook’ the US media commentator Max Read declared, the day after the 2016 US election. While many factors had played a part in the US president’s victory, Read suggested Facebook was the biggest. ‘The most obvious way in which Facebook enabled a Trump victory has been its inability (or refusal) to address the problem of hoax or fake news’ (Read, 2016). Many agreed. ‘Conventional
wisdom now holds that without Facebook’s help spreading misinformation, Trump probably would not be in office,’ US media critic Margaret Sullivan wrote in 2020 (Sullivan, 2020).

Some academics backed this position. Richard Gunther and colleagues at Ohio State University, conducted a study of US voters who had switched party allegiance between 2012 and 2016, going from voting for former president Barack Obama to backing Trump. After establishing their subject’s voting history, they identified those who believed three widely promoted false news stories that cast the Democrat 2016 candidate Hillary Clinton in a poor light, discounted for the role of other factors that may have counted against Clinton such as negative attitudes toward female candidates, and concluded that ‘fake news most likely did have a substantial impact on the voting decisions of a strategically important set of voters… sufficient to deprive Hillary Clinton of a victory’ (Gunther et al, 2018).

The claim that misinformation may affect election outcomes is not limited to the United States. Martin Moore, Director of the Centre for the Study of Media, Communication and Power at Kings College London, identifies misinformation as a problem for electoral politics globally. The techniques that ‘successfully distorted the 2016 US election … memetic warfare tools, amassing vast voter datasets, developing sophisticated behavioural targeting methods … poisoning the democratic well with false information’ are now being deployed globally he argued in 2018. ‘Techniques and tools pioneered in America can as easily be tried in Britain, Germany, India, Malaysia or Brazil’ (Moore, 2018). And for British journalist Carole Cadwalladr, false information shared online with undecided voters in the 2016 Brexit referendum determined the outcome (Cadwalladr, 2017).

Researchers, media commentators and politicians across Africa also identify false information as affecting political events across the continent. In 2017, a study of the outcome of senatorial elections in Nigeria’s Taraba State in 2015 concluded ‘deliberate distortions in the information about opponents… distortion of the facts about personal performance, and misinformation,’ spread on Facebook, had ‘influenced [the] electorate to vote [for] a particular candidate’ (Apuke & Apollos, 2017). In June 2017, reports in Kenyan media suggested misinformation, which was widespread in the country’s election campaign, had ‘undermined’ a leading candidate for governor of a county in western Kenya (Dahir, 2017). The following year, news of the role that British consultancy Cambridge Analytica had played spreading false information online in an effort to sway the elections in Kenya in 2013 and 2017 (Channel 4, 2018) and Nigeria in 2015 (Cadwalladr, 2018) emerged.

In late 2017, a false claim spread online that Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari, who was known to have been suffering from ill-health, had died and been replaced by a body double from Sudan named ‘Jubril,’ potentially weakening his
candidacy in forthcoming elections (Akinwotu, 2019). Although no evidence has been found that the claim had any effect in the 2019 elections, which he went on to win, media reports suggested a similar claim helped spark an unsuccessful military coup d'état in Gabon in January 2019. The claims that a stilted video of President Ali Bongo’s traditional New Year’s Eve speech was not real, and had been faked because the president had died, spurred elements in the military to attempt to seize power, media reports suggested (Breland, 2019; Cahlan, 2020).

In 2020, a study in Zimbabwe by Admire Mare and Trust Matsilele found politicians on all sides believed misinformation and disinformation had ‘played a huge role’ in the country’s July 2018 elections. Tendai Chirau of the ruling ZANU-PF party, told the researchers ‘fake news had the effect of creating panic’ among party supporters. Misinformation and disinformation, ranging from false claims about the state of the country to attempts to intimidate voters with false claims of violence at voting centres, were widespread and ‘blamed by respondents for their parties’ poor showing at the polls’, the researchers found (Mare & Matsilele, 2020). And in Nigeria, a study conducted into the use of WhatsApp in the 2019 elections found politicians and political activists were concerned about effects they believed false information was having. ‘The increasing prominence attached to WhatsApp by candidates’ supporters and strategists is an indication that they believe it has an impact, even if this is hard to quantify’, noted the researchers. WhatsApp had been widely taken up as an operational tool by political activists, both to coordinate campaign events and mobilise their voters and to suppress the vote for their opponents through a combination of political smears and voter intimidation, suggesting, for example, that violence was taking place close to polling stations in rival party strongholds, they said (Hitchen et al, 2019).

4.4. Proving the effects of misinformation on elections is complex

Although the belief that false information spread online and in traditional media can affect the outcome of elections is widespread among politicians and the media, in Africa as elsewhere, and spurred calls for action against those responsible (Olewe, 2018; Okakwu, 2018), such effects are hard to prove in practice and the lessons for the regulation of political speech unclear.

The alarm expressed by many about the potential effects of false information on elections is partly a reflection of concern about, on the one hand, the immense reach of information spread online and, on the other, tech companies’ capacities to micro-target, or allow others to micro-target, individuals with politically affective messages. Many of those who claim online misinformation affects election outcomes point to the vast reach of the online platforms (Parkinson, 2016; Read, 2016). Others note that false information often spreads further and brings more
reader engagement online than accurate information, due in part to the use by tech companies of design features that favour posts that generate strong emotional responses (Silverman, 2016).

As the researchers Ndlela and Mano note, the poor penetration of the Internet in many African countries imposes some limits on the reach of online information circulating on the continent. ‘Social media’s efficacy is … undermined by its poor penetration, creating a divide in knowledge between those connected and those outside the net’ (Ndlela & Mano, 2020, p. 17). However, even where direct access to the Internet is limited, information that started online often reaches a wide community through offline sharing, the researcher Jamie Hitchen and colleagues found in their study in Nigeria. ‘Many of our respondents said that they had heard stories circulating on WhatsApp referred to in sermons by pastors or relayed by traditional and community leaders who have online access. Radio news and phone-in-shows, calls from relatives and word of mouth discussions in the street are other ways in which WhatsApp messages can be widely shared. Understanding that Internet penetration does not equate to Internet influence is critically important’ (Hitchen et al, 2019).

Although the reach of false information moving between both online and offline worlds can thus be substantial, this does not always equate directly to influence. A study by US political scientist Brendan Nyhan and colleagues suggests the effect of false information on voters’ choice of candidates in the 2016 US presidential election was ‘limited’ (Nyhan et al, 2018). The study reviewed data on web traffic histories from a national sample of Americans and found the audience for false information from ‘untrustworthy sites’ was largely restricted to a subset of the population with a strong pre-disposition to particular political views, and played the role of reinforcing, not changing, their existing attitudes. While the data were statistically imprecise, and the researchers, could thus not exclude the possibility of effects at the margins, they could ‘rule out very large effects’, they said (Nyhan et al, 2018).

The Nyhan et al study also disputed the findings of the Gunther et al study that suggested ‘fake news most likely did have a substantial impact on the voting decisions of a strategically important set of voters’ in the US 2016 election. Among other points, Nyhan et al argued the evidence did not establish causality and ignored the fact that ‘the effects of brief exposure to persuasive messages have been found to be small in partisan election campaigns’ (Nyhan et al, 2018). A meta-analysis (Kalla & Broockman, 2017) of 49 field experiments undertaken in the United States, ‘found that the average effect of personal and impersonal forms of campaign contact is zero’, as Nyhan et al noted. And others have been similarly sceptical about the influence claimed for misinformation campaigns led in Kenya
and Nigeria by Cambridge Analytica (Cheeseman et al, 2018). The claims made for the alleged effect of false information in the attempted coup in Gabon and the senatorial election in Nigeria, meanwhile, are based on perceptions, not evidence, of influence. The conclusion of Apuke and Apollos’s 2017 study, cited earlier, was, as they acknowledge, based not on clear proof but on ‘a strong perception’ among respondents that false information spread on social media had influenced the electorate to vote for a particular candidate (Apuke & Apollos, 2017).

*Although this suggests the effects of false information on the choice of who people vote for are often over-stated, particularly the effects of limited or near-term exposure to false information with political overtones, this does not exclude the possibility of false information having a decisive influence on the outcome of closely fought elections in a number of ways. First, we know that both true and false information has greater effect on attitudes if repeated over time so misinformation spread over the longer term may have more effect (Fazio et al, 2021). Second, even if, as evidence suggests, ‘the effects of brief exposure to persuasive messages’ in election campaigns are small (Nyhan et al, 2018), persuading even a very small number of undecided voters who to vote for may have a significant effect on the election outcome, in a very closely fought race. Third, studies of false information spread during other elections suggest false information may have more effect by persuading voters whether to vote rather than who to vote for. For example, in Nigeria, fact-checkers identified false claims that violence was taking place around polling stations, reportedly deterring intending voters from the attending the vote (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b; Hassan & Hitchen, 2020). And in Europe, a study conducted after the 2019 UK election found the perception that politicians of all types were ‘peddling untruths’ was a cause of voter apathy, potentially lowering voter turnout (Britain Thinks & Full Fact, 2020). Fourth, the study of misinformation in Africa that is part of this series suggests that where false information is related to individual candidates for elections where party loyalty is less of a factor than in national polls, it may have stronger effects on voter decisions than in national elections (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b).

4.5. Effects found in this series – from no difference to shaping policy

While the belief nearing on certainty is widespread that misinformation is a powerful instrument, affecting both attitudes and behaviours, our study of misinformation circulating in Africa found in practice that more than one in four examples of misinformation studied\(^6\) had caused or risked no actual or potential harmful effects

\(^6\) A preliminary assessment for the study of 429 examples of information identified by fact-checkers across Africa found no evidence in 124 cases (29%) that substantial actual harm had
to anyone (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). At the same time, based on a review of a combination of the empirical evidence from these cases and theories of effects, the study identified 10 fields in which actual or potential harmful effects did or could have occurred – a range of fields far beyond those reflected in the terms set out in most laws or regulations we studied. The fields of actual and potential harm identified included: (i) physical harms – from vigilante and gender-based violence to harms to individuals’ and public health; (ii) harms to mental health – from personal distress to public alarm; (iii) harms to fairness, social cohesion – from entrenching negative stereotypes to enflaming social divisions; (iv) harms to the justice system – from distorting particular cases to judicial policy; (v) harms to the political system – from suppressing voting, to distorting the focus of debate; (vi) harms to business, economy – from company reputations to economic policy; (vii) harms to the environment – from endangering wildlife to distorting policy focus; (viii) harm to international relations – from distorting public understanding to government policy; (ix) harm to individuals’ finances, practical harms – from financial loss to identity theft, and the spreading of computer viruses; and (x) harms through distorted understanding of the natural world – miscellaneous.

4.6. Standards used for identifying harmful effects

Despite such evidence of harm, most of the laws and regulations we have reviewed for this study provide no clear guidelines for how the harm alleged in particular cases might be assessed. The study of misinformation that is part of this series divides harm into ‘actual’ and ‘potential’ harmful effects. Actual harmful effects are defined as direct, observable harm to an individual or group, shown by empirical evidence to have been caused directly by false or misleading information, and potential harmful effects are defined as harm that a combination of empirical evidence and theory indicates may have or may in future be caused by false or misleading information.

These definitions draw on the theory of four forms of effects set out in 2001 by Elizabeth M. Perse: (i) direct effects, (ii) conditional effects, (iii) cumulative effects and (iv) cognitive-transactional effects (Perse, 2001)66. They also draw on the theory of four ways in which effects bring or prevent change, set out by Joseph
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66 Elizabeth M. Perse defines ‘Direct effects’ as immediate, observable, short-term with an emphasis on change; ‘Conditional effects’ as reinforcement as well as change, affecting cognitive, affective (attitude/feeling) and behaviour; long or short term; ‘Cumulative effects’ as based on cumulative exposure, enduring effects – cognitive or affective; and ‘Cognitive-transactional effects’ as immediate and short-term, one-shot exposure.
Klapper in 1960: (i) conversion (change of opinion or belief), (ii) minor change (change in form or intensity of belief, cognition), (iii) reinforcement (confirmation of existing attitudes or beliefs) and (iv) prevention of change (when change would otherwise take place) (Klapper, 1960). Finally, the model also seeks to understand how the change occurs, drawing on five ways noted by McQuail by which influence is exerted: (i) information, (ii) stimulation to action, (iii) directing attention differentially, (iv) persuasion or (v) defining situations and framing ‘reality’ (McQuail, 2010).

When assessing whether actual or potential harmful effects can be identified, the study also assesses both the level and severity of the harm identified, reviewing whether these effects, where they exist, would apply to (i) individuals, (ii) specific groups or (iii) society as a whole, and the severity and the duration for which the effects may apply. These distinctions are important to consider in reviewing laws and regulations that limit free speech. And as we have noted above, not only do a majority of the laws or regulations we have studied fail to address the wide range of types of misinformation, topics, channels, originators and factors that drive misinformation to be observed across the continent. Ten of the 31 existing or new laws and regulations that we reviewed for this study provide authorities with the power to penalise information on grounds of alleged falsity alone. And none of the laws or regulations provide clear guidelines for how to prove harm or risk of harmful effects.
5. CHANGES TO THE LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK WORLDWIDE 2016–2020

A large body of national and international laws protect the rights of citizens worldwide to freedom of expression and access to information. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights affirms the right of citizens around the world to ‘seek, receive and impart’ information and ideas, subject only to limited restrictions necessary to protect to the rights and reputations of others, public order and public health (Article 19, 1966). These rights are reflected in the European Convention of Human Rights and the national laws of dozens of countries and defended by representatives of international bodies (UN, OSCE OAS & AU rapporteurs, 2017). The First Amendment to the US Constitution, which provides broad protection of free speech, accepting fewer restrictions than most other constitutions, is largely reflected in the way major US-headquartered online platforms such as Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter and YouTube, have approached the issue since they were created (Kaye, 2019a).

5.1. Much debate but little change in the United States

The United States, home to more of the world’s major technology companies than any other country, has seen much debate since 2016 about misinformation and the right to limits of free speech. While the US Constitution's First Amendment is understood by many to be near absolute in the protection it provides to free expression, a series of rulings have over the years allowed for limited restrictions on forms of speech shown to cause ‘clear and present danger’ to individuals or society. Arguments since 2016 about the appropriate responses to misinformation have been primarily political in nature, revolving around whether ‘moderation’ of false information by social media companies is partisan in nature, amounts to censorship and is legitimate under the First Amendment (Bazelon, 2020; DiResta, 2020; Feldman, 2016). Such change, as has come, has been made not by government but has come in changes to the content regulation policies of the tech firms themselves, such as the decisions that led some major companies to ‘de-platform’ former US President Donald Trump in 2021 (Lakier, 2021; Romano, 2021).

5.2. European Commission moves on privacy and stricter code for tech firms

Even before the surge in concern about online misinformation in 2016, the European Commission introduced a measure aimed at protecting EU citizens from loss of control of their online data, used by political campaigns to target voters with false information. In April 2016 the Commission introduced the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), coming into effect 2 years later, to enhance online data
This regulation has proven a spur to authorities in countries around the world to introduce or improve online data protections, aimed among other things at reducing the ability of tech company clients to micro-target misinformation at ordinary users. ‘Since the adoption of the GDPR we have seen the beginning of a race, to the top hopefully, for the adoption or upgrade of data protection laws around the world,’ said Estelle Massé, a policy analyst with digital rights campaigners Access Now.\(^{67}\)

While the United States and many Asian countries are resisting similar measures, US states such as California and countries such as New Zealand and South Africa introduced or updated laws or regulations with similar safeguards for citizens. In September 2018, the European Commission moved further, introducing a voluntary code of practice for media and technology firms including commitments to greater transparency about political advertising, the closure of fake accounts and the ending of financial incentives for those spreading false information (European Commission, 2018). Major platforms including Facebook, Google and Mozilla signed up. Two years later, the Commission criticised the platforms’ adherence to the code, identifying shortcomings as: ‘inconsistent and incomplete application of the code … lack of uniform definitions … and limitations intrinsic to the self-regulatory nature of the code’ (Chee, 2020). In December 2020, the Commission announced a revision of the code, the Digital Services Act and Digital Markets Act, promising yearly checks on how the platforms tackle illegal content, and new powers to levy huge fines (Kelion, 2020). The problem of the lack of legally set definitions of what constitutes ‘illegal’ false information remained.

5.3. Germany’s NetzDG law – requires rapid content takedowns, other liberal democracies more cautious

Several European countries including the UK, France and Germany introduced or announced additional measures of their own. Germany’s so-called NetzDG, or Network Enforcement Act, which came into effect in January 2018, went furthest. It requires social media networks with more than 2 million registered users to remove posts featuring ‘manifestly unlawful’ content within 24 hours of their being identified to the company or face major fines of up to 50 million euros (BBC News, 2018). Although the German government sees this measure as successful in reducing the effects of hate speech in particular, critics of the legislation have noted the law has served as a model for more authoritarian governments to restrict legitimate criticism (Mchangama & Fiss, 2019). Liberal democracies France and Australia introduced measures aimed at forcing major tech firms to pay news providers for content, not acting against false information but strengthening
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\(^{67}\) Interview with Estelle Massé of Access Now.
the provision of evidence-based news (Meade, 2020; Stiglitz & Schiffrin, 2020). And in December 2020, the UK announced plans to set up a new competition markets regulator for major tech firms (Hern, 2020). The government’s plans for responding to online harms in the UK were still to come to parliament in late 2020 (BBC News, 2020; Le Conte, 2016).

5.4. Laws in Singapore, Russia, India and Brazil allow politicians power to censor

In contrast to the more hesitant approach of liberal democracies, authoritarian powers such as Singapore and Russia introduced legislation that human rights defenders said were less aimed at reducing any harm to individuals or society caused by false information, and more about giving government greater powers to muzzle their critics (BBC News, 2019; Corpus Ong, 2021; Heijmans, 2019). In Singapore, the final arbiter of what must be removed under its Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act, known as the ‘fake news bill’, is a minister and judgements made have reflected this (Yuen-C, 2020). In Russia, laws were introduced banning publication of loosely defined ‘unreliable information’ or statements that show ‘blatant disrespect’ for the state (Schetzer, 2019).

In India, the police as well as government and individuals were given powers to request that social media platforms take down information that the government deems false, without clear standards set for what constitutes false information and why it should be removed. (Bahree, 2019). In 2021, this brought Twitter into conflict with the government (Aryan, 2021). In Brazil, laws about hate speech in offline media apply online too; tech platforms are liable for third-party content if they do not remove it following a judicial order to do so. Individuals may also request takedowns and if tech companies do not act then judges can rule on the takedown notice, again with little clear definition of how courts should determine what must be taken down and why (de Souza Abreu, 2018). Neither country has a legal definition of misinformation.

5.5. Politicians worldwide fail to update electoral laws, parliament codes

Despite the concern declared by governments worldwide about misinformation spread in traditional media and online, little action was taken in this period to update electoral laws to respond to misinformation spread by political campaigns

68 ‘Unreliable information’ is defined as ‘socially significant information disseminated under the guise of reliable messages which creates a threat to life and/or the health of citizens or property, the threat of mass disturbance of public order and public safety or the threat of creating or impairing the proper operation of vital elements of transport or social infrastructure, credit institutions, energy facilities, industry or communications’.
or to ensure that politicians and officials are required to correct false claims they make in their official capacities, in parliament or the national assembly.

In the United Kingdom, parliamentary rules require that any MP or minister found guilty by parliament of ‘misleading the House’ inadvertently must apologise and correct the record. Ministers found guilty of knowingly misleading parliament have traditionally been required to offer their resignation, and over the years, many have done so (Marsh, 2020). The code also requires ministers to adhere to the rulings of the independent UK Statistics Authority which both enforces the standards of official UK statistics (Barrett, 2014) and offers public rebukes to government ministers and officials found misquoting official data (Illman, 2020).

The practice of seeking to uphold at least basic levels of accuracy in official statements in parliament is rare around the world, however. Kenya has such a requirement in its parliamentary code, but this has rarely been enforced. And in many countries, from Italy to Zimbabwe, parliamentarians are specifically exempt from any form of penalty for any statement they make in the national assembly. Calls in the United Kingdom to update the country’s electoral laws in 2020 to allow electoral authorities to act against online misinformation spread during election campaigns were rebuffed.
6. **CHANGES TO THE LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK ACROSS AFRICA 2016–2020**

### TABLE 9 17 LAWS IN 11 COUNTRIES ON FALSE INFORMATION PRE-2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>17 Laws in 11 countries on ‘false information’ pre-2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>No specific legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>No specific legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote d’Ivoire</td>
<td>• Penal Code Article 173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Loi 2013-451 – relative à la lutte contre la cybercriminalité (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>• Criminal Code Article 486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mass Media and Freedom of Information Proclamation Article 43 (7) (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Anti-Terrorism Proclamation (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>• Penal Code Section 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>• Penal Code Section 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public Security Regulations. Regulation 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>No specific legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>• Criminal Code Section 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Electoral Act, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cybercrimes (Prohibition, Prevention, etc.) Act (2015).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>• Penal Code Article 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>• The Electoral Act of 1998. Section 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>• Penal Code Section 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Witchcraft Act (1957)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Computer Misuse Act Section 25 (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Uganda Communications Act, Schedule 4 (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1. **Pre-2016, focus was on media control, broad and vague definition of harms**

Following a period of media liberalisation across Africa in the 1990s, the first decade-and-a-half of this century saw governments in the 11 countries surveyed use a variety of colonial-era and newer laws, regulations and policy to control the operations of TV, broadcast, print and online media, to a greater or lesser degree. Restrictions on speech were typically framed as protecting society against harm to the rights or reputations of individuals and organisations or information that might undermine public order.

Other than legislation penalising defamation, specific laws against the spreading of false information per se were relatively scarce. While Penal Codes, laws and regulations on occasion included falsehood among the grounds on which information could be prohibited, the provisions in the legislation were often framed in a broad and vague way and not specific to particular types of falsehood.

Authorities in the countries studied often justify broad and vague restrictions on what media may publish or broadcast as enabling them to limit the media’s
potential to stir ethnic divisions and violence. Media legislation in Uganda, for example, uses deliberately broad wording to enable authorities to limit the risk of conflict in a country composed of 70 different ethnic groups, Ibrahim Bbossa, director of media for the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC), the country’s main media regulator, said in an interview⁶⁹. In Kenya, legislation was introduced in 2013 which authorities said aimed to reduce the risk of hate speech, spread by the media, stirring conflict. The Media Council Act set a code of conduct for journalists and media audiences prohibiting racist and derogatory remarks based on ethnicity. These actions did not relate specifically to misinformation per se.

Human rights defenders and lawyers in Nigeria and Uganda argue the use of broad and vague language in legislation enables authorities to apply laws selectively to penalise government critics without the need to show harm was caused. Authorities in Nigeria have since 2016 detained dozens of journalists and bloggers for information they published that was critical of the authorities, often on ground the information was ‘false’. However, officials such as President Muhammadu Buhari’s social media aide Lauretta Onochie suffered no sanction after acknowledging spreading false information favourable to the president (Adebajo, 2019b). In Uganda, regulators in 2019 ordered 13 TV and radio networks to suspend news executives and producers they accused of ‘misreporting the news’ of the arrest of an opposition politician. The suspensions were politically motivated, critics argued (RSF, 2019).

We noted in Section 3.3 and show below in more detail that legislation introduced to penalise allegedly ‘false’ information has focused on content spread by traditional media despite the fact that much of false information identified in the countries we surveyed originated from government figures and institutions, and traditional and religious leaders, to correct misinformation. Where codes of conduct for political leaders exist, such as in Kenya or South Africa, they have rarely been enforced in practice.

At the same time, and in contrast to countries such as South Africa, Nigeria and Kenya, where the legal framework enabled fact-checking initiatives to play a role exposing misinformation, the absence of such a framework in countries such as Ethiopia or Uganda has limited the ability of civil society and media organisations to intervene (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022a; Kaye, 2019b). In countries such as Benin, DR Congo and Ethiopia, through to Gabon, Uganda and Zimbabwe, authorities also shut down the Internet at times of political tension, reducing access to reliable and unreliable information alike (Access Now, 2020; Article 19, 2019).

⁶⁹ Interview in October 2020 with Ibrahim Bbossa, the head of public and international relations at the Uganda Communications Commission.
6.2. Misinformation has undermined public support for media freedom

From the early 1990s onward, the number of radio, television and print media not directly controlled by the state rose across Africa. From the mid-2000s on, access to independent news websites, blogs and information spread by the public on social media and messaging apps has leapt (Ndlela & Mano, 2020). While these changes have been broadly welcomed by the public, support for media freedom across Africa had declined in recent years. This is due, in part, to the public’s perception of media as a source of misinformation (Conroy-Krutz, 2019; Wasserman & Madrid-Morales, 2018).

A survey of more than 45,000 people in 34 African countries between 2016 and 2018 by the group Afrobarometer asked respondents to choose between supporting the media’s ‘right to publish any views and ideas without government control’ and supporting the government’s ‘right to prevent the media from publishing things that it considers harmful to society’. Compared to a previous survey conducted between 2011 and 2013, support for media’s right to publish fell from 56% to 46% while backing for government control of the media rose from 39% to 49%. The researchers found that the cause of the change appears to have been public concern about the harm caused by false information, bias and hate speech, much of it spread online. ‘Unfortunately, when Africans think of “the media”, more and more often they think of the hatemongers and fake news peddlers. In this light, giving governments greater powers to limit what is broadcast, printed, tweeted or shared might seem sound’ the researchers said (Conroy-Krutz, 2019).

At the same time, the public’s attachment to the social media and messaging apps they use has also grown and Afrobarometer surveys conducted in the second half of 2019 found a return to a slight majority in support for media freedom, perhaps influenced by public anger at frequent Internet shutdowns, the imposition of taxes on the use of social media in some countries and reports of persecution of journalist, the researchers said (Conroy-Krutz & Appiah-Nyamekye Sanny, 2020). This research also found that 66% of respondents identified politicians and political parties as spreading misinformation; substantially more than the 50% who identified news media and journalists as doing so. This again echoed other research into originators of misinformation (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b; Newman et al, 2020).

6.3. Post-2016, governments introduced and toughened legislation against ‘false’ information in traditional and social media

Between 2016 and 2020, the authorities in 10 of the 11 countries surveyed for this report either introduced or amended laws or regulations relating to ‘false information’ in traditional and social media. This raised from 17 to 31 the number of laws authorities said were aimed at reducing the harm caused by false information.
In Benin, a new law covering ‘false information’ spread in online media was introduced in 2018 and the following year, Burkina Faso, amended an article of the country’s Penal Code criminalising the publication or broadcast of ‘false news’. In Côte d’Ivoire, the Press Code was amended in 2017, prohibiting publication of ‘false news’ by traditional media. In Ethiopia, a new Act, introduced in 2020, made the publication of what authorities declare to be disinformation a crime. Kenya, in 2018, criminalised the publication of data known to be false or misleading. Niger in 2019 made it an offence to publish ‘false news’ that disturb ‘public order’ or ‘human dignity’. Nigeria, South Africa and Uganda introduced new laws or regulations in 2019 and 2020 and, as of late 2020, Nigeria and South Africa were both still debating proposed legislation on false information online. The measures represented a substantial limitation of free expression.

### 6.4. Country-by-country changes

While the move to regulate has been seen almost across the board, the countries we surveyed started out from different positions and applied their existing and new legislation in different ways. We set out country-by-country changes below.

#### 6.4.1. BENIN – NEW DIGITAL LAW PENALISES INFORMATION FOR ‘FALSITY’ ALONE

In Benin, a country of 11.5 million people in West Africa, the principal media law, the 2015 Code de l’information et de la communication, applies civil, not criminal law, to regulate the press and does not sanction statements for falsity alone. This was not changed but in April 2018, a new digital law, the Code du numérique, was introduced to govern use of social media and digital communications, including news articles posted online. Under Article 550(3) of the new code, anyone who: ‘creates or shares false information against a person, via social media or digital means, will be punished with either 1 to 6 months in prison and a fine of between 500,000 and 1 million CFA Francs, or one of these punishments’. We identified no standard shown for how the courts should determine what is ‘false information against a person’ and no proof harm caused to make publication an offence. Falsity alone is enough.

In the first 2 years after the code came into force, at least 17 journalists and bloggers were prosecuted under the new code, according to human rights group Amnesty International (2020a); some though not all under Article 550(3). Media rights organisation Reporters Without Borders criticised the new code in 2020 as a ‘new
weapon to neutralise the press’ and suggested it conflicts with the existing 2015 media law (RSF, 2020a).

6.4.2. BURKINA FASO – NEW ARTICLE OF PENAL CODE CRIMINALISES ‘FALSE NEWS’

The National Assembly of Burkina Faso, a land-locked country of the west African Sahel with a population of around 20 million people\(^1\), in June 2019 adopted an amendment to **Article 312-13 of the country’s Penal Code** providing heavy punishments of 5 to 10 years in prison and fines of up to 10 million CFA francs for intentionally publishing ‘false news likely to make others believe an attack had taken place or was expected against a person or property’. The means by which a court would judge the information intentionally false is unclear. From our review, no proof of harm is needed for publication to be an offence. Media rights body Reporters Without Borders criticised the change and called for it to be declared unconstitutional. ‘In addition to allowing the state to exercise strict control over information, this amendment introduces extremely serious restrictions on the freedom of the media in a country that was until recently considered a model in terms of freedom of information,’ the group said (RSF, 2020b).

6.4.3. COTE D’IVOIRE – PENAL CODE, CYBER LAW, PRESS LAW ‘GAG THE PRESS’

President Alassane Ouattara of Cote d’Ivoire, a country of 25 million people in West Africa\(^2\), called in June 2018 for a new law to punish those spreading false information. ‘On top of the existing legal framework, it is necessary for us to go further to craft a law on ‘fake news’ to protect our fellow citizens and our country,’ Ouattara said (Eburnie.com, 2018). The following year, the proposals were dropped on grounds that key elements of the proposed law were already part of existing legislation.

**Article 173 of the Penal Code**, introduced in 1998, criminalised the publication of false information found to lead to civil disobedience or undermine either ‘public morale’ or the reputation of institutions. The standard for determining what information is false, or how to define and prove the alleged harms, was not set out. Nevertheless, those found guilty of violating the Article can face up to 3 years in prison and a fine of up to 5 million CFA Francs. Meanwhile **Article 65 of a law on cybercrime** introduced in 2013 criminalised distribution online of ‘false information’ related to attacks on people or property and other emergency situations. The
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\(^1\) Estimate of population as of 2018: World Bank.
\(^2\) Estimate of population as of 2018: World Bank.
standard for determining what is false was again unclear. No proof of harm was required for publication to be penalised. In May 2020, the leader of an opposition party was jailed on grounds of spreading false news and other offences under these two Acts (RFI, 2020).

In 2017, a new press law, *Loi 2017-867 – régime juridique de la presse*, was introduced. The new law decriminalised infringements of the previous law but, under Article 97, introduced heavy fines of up to 5 million CFA Francs for the publication by the press, broadcast or online media of any ‘false news’. The new law again provides no standard for what constitutes false news, and requires no proof the information caused any harm, to make its publication an offence. In May 2020, two newspaper editors were fined 2.5 million CFA Francs each under this law for publishing a statement released by lawyers for an opposition politician detained since the previous December. ‘The law does not understand the work of the press. It is being used to gag the press’, Coulibaly Vamara, one of the two editors, told reporters (AFP, 2020)

6.4.4. ETHIOPIA – RAFT OF LAWS GIVES GOVERNMENT WIDE POWERS OVER MEDIA

For much of the past 20 years, the government in Ethiopia, a country of 109 million people in East Africa\(^73\), has relied on a combination of media laws, an anti-terrorism law and extra-legal means to monitor and control the media. During this period, and until today, journalists have had to face numerous challenges including the imprisonment of them and their colleagues, the censorship of the media under state of emergency legislation and Internet shutdowns (Barr, 2011; Human Rights Watch, 2020; Jeffrey, 2019).

Political and legal analysts suggest these legal measures have been used to reduce the spread of neither hate speech nor disinformation but to restrict legitimate journalistic work (Human Rights Watch, 2019). This has continued since 2018, heralded by some as a reform era\(^74\). Extra-legal measures such as Internet shutdowns and legally questionable moves such as filtering and blocking websites and shutting down television and radio stations have been used to restrict the spread of information and opinions that the government feared could lead to unrest\(^75,76\). One of the challenges for authorities is that much of the information objected to
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\(^73\) Estimate of population as of 2018: World Bank.

\(^74\) Interview with Kinfe Yilma, September 2020.

\(^75\) Interview with Kinfe Yilma, September 2020.

\(^76\) Interview with Abede Chekol, September 2020.
is created by members of the Ethiopian diaspora in countries such as Germany, 
the United Kingdom and the United States which have been approached for help, 
but to limited effect\textsuperscript{77}. The Cyber Army Development Institute, created within the 
Information Network Security Agency to train ‘soldiers’ for the country’s ‘cyber 
force’, was formally disbanded when the new prime minister was elected by his 
party in 2018, and its powers and functions transferred to INSA\textsuperscript{78}.

In 2008, Ethiopia’s national assembly, the House of People’s Representative, 
approved a new media law, the \textit{Mass Media and Freedom of Information Procla-
mation}. Originally drawn up in 2002 to replace the country’s first press law of 1992, it 
was used for a decade up to the change in government in 2018 to ban and jail jour-
nalists, sometimes for genuinely problematic practices\textsuperscript{79}. The legislation seeks to 
limit what it calls ‘moral damage caused by mass media’, although what this means 
is not clearly defined. \textbf{Article 43(7) of the Act} protects ‘constitutionally mandated 
legislators, executives and judiciaries’ against ‘false accusations’ and vests power in 
the government to prosecute in these cases even if a charge is not brought forward 
by the person affected by the accusations (Mushtaq, 2008). The standard by which 
claims are determined to be false is left open to interpretation. No proof of harm 
is required.

\textbf{In addition to this act, Article 486 of the long-standing Criminal Code}, specifically 
criminalises spreading ‘false rumours, suspicions or false accusations’ against 
the government or authorities. The standard for determining what information is 
false is not set out and no proof of harm required. In 2009, the government also 
introduced the \textit{Anti-Terrorism Proclamation}, focused in theory on preventing 
those planning or inciting terrorist acts but used in several instances in practice 
to charge members of the political opposition, bloggers and journalists over social 
media posts critical of the government (Gordan et al, 2015; Solomon, 2016).

\textbf{In 2016}, the government introduced further legislation, the \textit{Computer Crime 
Proclamation}, which has provisions that apply to altering or falsifying computer 
data, distributing misleading computer data, concealing facts they have a duty to 
reveal, or taking advantage of a person’s erroneous beliefs, in ways that may ‘injure 
the rights or interests of another’. Offences committed under the law are punishable 
by fines or prison terms of up to 5 years.

\textsuperscript{77} Interview with Abede Chekol, September 2020.
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\textsuperscript{79} Interview with Kinfe Yilma, September 2020.
In 2019, a new Electoral Law included a limited range of measures prohibiting the spreading of false claims about the electoral process, such as that ‘the secrecy of the ballot has not been maintained’. In 2020, the government introduced the Hate Speech and Disinformation Prevention and Suppression Proclamation, which repealed the widely criticised article 486 of the criminal code and provided a more consistent basis for legal action. Until the adoption of the proclamation, Ethiopia’s legislative approach to false information was piecemeal, not properly defined in one overarching piece of legislation, allowing the state to act largely as it determined, according to Addis Ababa law professor Kinfe Yilma. The new legislation was introduced in response to concerns information on social media could spark a renewal of the ethnic tensions and unrest that emerged after the government came into power, and which flared in 2020, analysts said. In 2020, it was used to penalise the publication of allegedly false information relating to Covid-19.

6.4.5. KENYA – TWO NEW LAWS PENALISE DIFFERENT FORMS OF ‘FALSE INFORMATION’

In Kenya, in addition to the National Cohesion and Integration Act of 2008, which provides sanctions for discrimination and hate speech, and the 2013 Media Council Act which penalises derogatory remarks in the media based on ethnicity or race, Section 66 of the Penal Code, in existence decades, made it already a criminal offence to publish false information that authorities in the East African nation say is likely to cause fear and alarm to the public, or disturb the public peace.

While Section 66(2) of the Act allows a defence that the accused sought to verify the information before publication and reasonably believed it to be true, the law does not set out the basis on which information may be found to be false or likely to cause fear or disturb the peace. Those found guilty under the law are liable for a prison term of up to 2 years or an unspecified fine or both.

Since 2016, two further laws have been introduced, penalising what the authorities declare false information. First, Kenya’s Elections Offenses Act of 2016 penalises publication during an election campaign of any ‘false statement of withdrawal of any other candidate at such election’ or anyone who ‘forges, defaces or destroys any campaign or promotional material of an opposing candidate or political party’.

---
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82 Interview with Abede Chekol, an independent researcher and consultant. September 2020. See also: Human Rights Watch, 2019.
Section 17 of the Act prohibits the altering of documents. Then, in 2018, the government introduced the *Computer Misuse and Cybercrimes Act*. Section 22 of the Act criminalises publishing intentionally misleading or false information intended to be seen as true, whereas Section 23 criminalises the ‘publication of false information’ in print, broadcast or online, either intended to cause ‘panic, chaos or violence’ or which could ‘discredit the reputation of a person’. As in other countries, how courts should decide what is false information and determine the effects of the information is not made clear.

6.4.6. MALAWI – FALSE ADVERTISING, RIGHT OF REPLY AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION

In Malawi, a country of 18 million people in Southeast Africa, *Section 60* of the *Penal Code*, established in 1930, makes it a crime for a person to publish ‘any false statement, rumour or report which is likely to cause fear and alarm to the public or to disturb the public peace’. As with Kenya’s penal code, it would be a permitted defence if the person could prove they sought to verify the information before publication and had a reasonable basis for believing it to be true. However, how the courts should decide what is false, likely to cause fear and alarm or disturb the peace, and what is a reasonable basis for believing something untrue are unclear. At the same time, *regulation 4* of the *Public Security Regulations* prohibits publication of anything that may ‘prejudice public security; undermine public confidence in the Government; promote a feeling of ill-will or hostility between any sections or classes or races … or promote industrial unrest’. The grounds on which this should be decided are unclear.

In 2016, the government introduced a new *Communications Act*, requiring broadcasters to air ‘counter-versions’ from ‘entities affected by an assertion of fact’ if that individual or organisation can show the claim is false. What is unusual is that the Act does not seek to restrict speech but to require balancing counter-speech. Also new in 2016, the *Electronic Transaction and Cyber Security Act*, known as the *e-Transactions Act*, included prohibitions against ‘misleading advertising’, which could be used against false claims for medical treatments and other harmful misinformation. In October 2020, the *Access to Information Act* came into effect. Among its other aspects, it prohibits the provision of ‘false information with malice with an aim to injure another person’. How this is determined remained unclear.

As recently as 2015, the body overseeing the media, the *Conseil Supérieur de la Communication*, approved a system of media self-regulation requiring media to verify information they publish, based on agreed standards, and to ensure audiences receive a diversity of views and opinion but imposing few other restrictions (CSC – Conseil Supérieur de la Communication, 2015).
6.4.7. NIGER – NEW ‘CYBERCRIME’ LAW ‘USED TO REPRESS OPPOSITION VOICES’

Unlike many of its neighbours, Niger, a country of 22 million people in the Sahel region[^83], operated until recently a modestly liberal regime of media regulation. This changed in June 2019 with a new ‘cybercrime law’. Article 31 of the new law prohibits publication of ‘false news’ that might ‘disturb the public order or infringe on human dignity’, punishable by a jail term of 6 months to 3 years and a fine of up to 5 million CFA francs (Bonny, 2019). How courts should determine what is false and what type of false news would disturb public order or human dignity is not set out. Proof of harm is not required to make publication an offence. Under the legislation, bloggers and journalists have been pursued on a variety of charges for articles posted to social media, previously exempt under the law (RSF, 2020c). Journalist Samira Sabou, the president of the Nigerien bloggers association, spent 48 days in detention in mid-2020 after being accused by the president’s son of defamation over a comment left by a social media user on an article she had published on Facebook (Aboubacar, 2020). Human rights group Amnesty International criticised the law as ‘a tool used to repress opposition voices’ (Amnesty International, 2020b).

6.4.8. NIGERIA – NEW BROADCASTING CODE, OTHER LAWS USED ‘FOR POLITICS’

Nigeria, Africa’s most populous country with a population estimated at 196 million in 2018[^84], has a long tradition of media institutions offering a challenge to authorities dating back to before its independence from Britain in 1960. The legislative framework under which media operates remains complex, however, and the detention and harassment of journalists a common professional hazard.

Section 59 of the 1990 Criminal Code makes it a criminal offence in Nigeria to publish or reproduce any statement ‘likely to cause fear and alarm to the public or to disturb the public peace, knowing or having reason to believe that such statement, rumour or report is false’. The code does not make clear how a court should determine what is false, what might be likely to cause fear or disturb the public peace or require proof of harm.

The Electoral Act of 2010 prohibits the false declaration of election results or the publication of false statements about a candidates’ character or false claims a candidate has withdrawn. Voter impersonation is also illegal. Analysts see the act as

[^84]: Estimate of population as of 2018: World Bank.
ineffective as its provisions are in general not put into practice\textsuperscript{85}. The effect of false information during elections has nevertheless raised the concern of the country’s electoral commission, which held a retreat for national and state officials on the topic, to no known outcome to date.

In 2015, the National Assembly passed the \textit{Cybercrimes (Prohibition, Prevention, etc.) Act} that added further restrictions on traditional and online media. Section 24(b) of the Act made it a criminal offence to publish information online knowing it to be false and intended to cause ‘annoyance, inconvenience, danger, obstruction, insult, injury, criminal intimidation, enmity, hatred, ill will or needless anxiety to another’. How such broad effects should be determined was unclear and in 2020, the ECOWAS Court declared this section of the Act violated Nigerians’ rights to freedom of expression regardless and ordered the government to either appeal or amend the section (Odoh, 2020). At the time of writing, the government had yet to do so.

In 2016, the country’s \textit{Broadcasting Code of Conduct} was updated to require broadcasters reporting on disasters and emergencies to ‘ensure the veracity and credibility of originating material and content’ and make sure that ‘fictional events or non-factual materials shall not be presented as real.’ As elsewhere, the standards for determining what is false are not set out, and no proof of harm is required to make broadcasting the information punishable. Since it was introduced, authorities have used the Code to fine and shutdown radio stations for broadcasting what authorities declare false information\textsuperscript{86}. In 2020, authorities extended the scope of the Code from terrestrial to digital TV and radio stations. ‘Where a service provider or a platform provider breaches any or all of the provisions of the Code on web/online broadcasting, sanctions as provided in the Code, including a takedown order, a block or a shutdown order shall apply,’ the Code states. Civil society and academia criticised the provisions of the Code as an attack on freedom of expression (Adegboyega, 2020).

In 2019, the government sought to introduce, a further bill, the \textit{Protection from Internet Falsehoods and Manipulation and Other Related Matters Bill}. Quickly dubbed the ‘Social Media Bill’ by the media the bill was blocked in the National Assembly after strong objections from both civil society and media freedom groups (Cunningham, 2019; Turnbull, 2019). As of the time of writing, the bill remained stalled, however fears were growing the government would seek to revive the bill following a wave of protests in late 2020, partly organised online (Kazeem, 2020).

\textsuperscript{85} Interview Y.Z. Ya’u. Executive director at the Centre for Information Technology and Development. September 2020.
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Analysts portrayed the Bill as evidence the authorities were seeking to control social media for political purposes, rather than a concern with the effects of disinformation.

6.4.9. SENEGAL – CHANGES TO JOURNALISM CODE BUT NO ‘FAKE NEWS’ LAW

In Senegal, a country of 15 million people in west Africa authorities have since 2016 frequently expressed concern about the rise of false information. This, in part, follows a surge in the number of online news sites to around 300, in the past two decades. Many of these sites are identified by fact-checking organisations as publishing false information as clickbait, to drive up their audiences and earnings. Journalists in traditional media have expressed concern about the potential effects this false information may have on traditional media and on society.

Article 255 of the Penal Code in Senegal already made it a criminal offence, subject to up to 3 years in jail and fines of up to 1.5 million CFA Francs, to publish ‘false information’ that causes or may cause ‘civil disobedience, damage to public morale or to the reputation of public institutions’. How the courts should determine what is false or its effects are not set out. In March 2020, three prominent community leaders were questioned by police for allegedly violating Article 255 by making statements denying the existence of Covid-19 in Senegal. They were released without charge after questioning (DakarActu, 2020). Such actions were rare, however, and no new law penalising false information was adopted between 2016 and 2020.

At the same time, a new press code, the Code de la Presse, was approved by the National Assembly in 2017 (Journal Officiel, 2017) after 8 years of negotiations with media organisations. The Code created a set of professional qualifications for journalists and required that, to be approved as news organisations, print, broadcast or online operations must show they have an editorial structure of at least three people, at least two of whom must have a minimum 7 and 10 years’ experience, respectively as working journalists. The Code sets out a combination of external and self-regulation. Mamadou Thior, chair of the media self-regulatory body, the Conseil pour l’observation des règles d’éthique et de déontologie dans les médias (CORED), argues that unregulated news sites had been a major source of misinformation undermining the reputation of the media as a whole and the introduction of the code would have a useful effect. ‘These sites carry a lot of misinformation. People who are not professional journalists hardly worry about misinformation,’ he said in an interview. If the new system works as is hoped ‘news...
will be better verified before publication’, he added\textsuperscript{89}. Implementation of the Code started in 2019. The launch of the Committee overseeing media staffing was due in February 2020 but was delayed by the emergence of the Covid pandemic.

6.4.10. SOUTH AFRICA – NEW REGULATIONS ON COVID, FAKE NEWS BILL PROPOSED

South Africa, a country with a strong history of independent media, had, at the time of writing, only limited legislation sanctioning publication or broadcast of false information other than on grounds of defamation.

The \textit{Electoral Act} of 1998 includes provisions under section 89 sanctioning officials or politicians who make intentionally false statements that could adversely affect an election. Under the law, no official required by the Act to make a statement may do so knowing that it is false and no person at all may publish any false information with the intention of disrupting, preventing or influencing the outcome or conduct of an election. Meanwhile, the \textit{Electoral Code of Conduct}, which is part of the Act, prohibits political parties from disseminating false information about ‘a party, its candidates, representatives or members; or … a candidate or that candidate’s representatives’. Although the Act has rarely been used this way, it was taken up by the opposition Democratic Alliance, to protest statements made by the ruling ANC in South Africa in 2014 (SA Constitutional Court Ruling, 2015).

In 2017, the government introduced a new piece of legislation it declared aimed at responding to concerns about rising levels of misinformation. The \textit{Cybercrimes and Cybersecurity Bill} would criminalise messages that are ‘inherently false in nature’ and ‘aimed at causing mental, psychological, physical or economic harm to a specific person or group of persons’. How this would be proven is unclear and proof of harm caused is not required. The bill faced opposition and had yet to be passed by parliament at the time of writing.

\textbf{In 2020}, authorities issued new regulations under the \textit{Disaster Management Act, 2002} that criminalised the publication of any statement made ‘with the intention to deceive’ any other person about Covid-19 or any action taken by the government to address Covid-19 and took actions to enforce the law later that year.

As in Senegal, however, independent media standards bodies have taken a major role in responding to evidence of misinformation spread by the traditional media. Recent inquiries such as the Zondo Commission of Inquiry into State Corruption exposed the extent of corruption, or so-called ‘brown-envelope’ journalism, within parts of the media (Sanef, 2019). The Press Council, set up in 2007 as a self-regulatory body for the media, intervened in several instances, adjudicating on
cases and requiring the media to publish corrections on false reports. During the most recent election in 2019, the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) also worked with a media standards organisation, Media Monitoring Africa, to identify examples of misinformation and require false information to be taken down or corrected90.

6.4.11. UGANDA – NEW LAWS ADD TO CONTROLS ON MEDIA, POLITICAL OPPONENTS

Authorities in Uganda, an east African country of 43 million91, known for its strong legal controls on the media and political opposition, have since 2016 brought in two new laws related to ‘false information’.

In 2002 the Supreme Court revoked provisions in the 1950 Penal Code that criminalised the publication of ‘false statements, rumours or reports which were likely to cause fear and alarm to the public or to disturb the public peace’, and in 2010 the Constitutional Court struck down a related provision on sedition. However, a wide range of other legislation remains available to the authorities to use, sufficiently broadly worded to enable authorities to penalise information published or broadcast largely at will.

On occasion, these powers are used in line with the public interest. Authorities in 2020 used Section 171 of the Penal Code which covers ‘any act’ that might contribute to the spread of life-threatening diseases, to prosecute the publication of what they said was false information related to the Covid-19 pandemic. And some years earlier, regulators used the 1957 Witchcraft Act, to prosecute groups responsible for financial hoaxes on radio stations (See Section 7.2 for details).

However, more commonly legislation has been used against critics of the government, media and politics. Introduced in 2013, Schedule 4 of the Uganda Communications Act requires that news broadcasts be ‘free from distortion of facts’ and provides broad powers to the UCC to caution, fine, revoke licenses and confiscate equipment from broadcasting companies. The Commission typically uses this power against entities rather than individuals92. The Act does not make clear how the UCC should decide what constitutes a factual distortion. Proof of harm is not required. In 2019, the UCC issued a raft of media regulations under these powers including, in Section 10, broadly worded prohibitions on ‘distortion, exaggeration [and] misrepresentation’.

---

90 See the misinformation tracking project: https://real411.org.

91 Estimate of population as of 2018: World Bank.

The UCC also uses provisions of the *Data Protection and Privacy Act*, of 2019, when investigating and prosecuting what it calls ‘false claims.’ This Act again leaves unclear what may be defined as false or how harm may be shown. In mid-2020, the Ugandan parliament updated *electoral laws*, prohibiting among other things, ‘offensive communication’, again without clear definitions of what this means.

### 6.5. Thirty-one existing and new laws related to ‘false’ information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Law and Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benin</strong></td>
<td>6.5.1 <em>Code du numérique (2018).</em> Article 550(3) of the code provides that: ‘anyone who creates or shares false information against a person, via social media or digital means,’ will face either 1 to 6 months in prison or a fine of between 500,000 and 1 million CFA francs or both. No proof of harm is required to make publication an offence. Falsity alone is enough.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Burkina Faso</strong></td>
<td>6.5.2 <em>Code penal (as amended 2019).</em> Article 312-13, amended in 2019, makes it a criminal offence to intentionally publish false information related to an attack on property or person. No proof of harm is required to make publication an offence. Falsity is enough.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Cote d’Ivoire**  | 6.5.3 *Code Penal, Article 173 (introduced in 1998),* criminalises the publication of false information that the court finds did or could lead to civil disobedience or undermine ‘public morale’ or the reputation of institutions. Causing civil disobedience or undermining ‘public morale’ would not be considered reason under Article 19 to restrict free speech.  
6.5.4 *Loi 2013-451 – relative à la lutte contre la cybercriminalité (2013).* Article 65 of this 2013 law criminalises distribution of false information related to attacks on people or property and other emergency situations. No proof of harm is required to make publication an offence. Falsity is enough.  
6.5.5 *Loi 2017-867 – régime juridique de la presse (2017).* Article 97 prohibits the publication of any ‘false news’ by the press, broadcasters or online media. No proof of harm is required to make publication an offence. Falsity is enough. |
| **Ethiopia**       | 6.5.6 *Mass Media and Freedom of Information Proclamation (2008).* Article 43 (7) of the Act protects ‘constitutionally mandated legislators, executives and judiciaries’ against ‘false accusations’. Although Article 19 allows restrictions on speech causing unfair damage to reputations, this law requires no proof the accusations caused such harm. Falsity alone is enough.  
6.5.7 *Anti-Terrorism Proclamation (2009).* This act has been used against political opposition and journalists for spreading what authorities declared false information with security implications. Although Article 19 allows restrictions on false information that undermines public order, it does not do so where it relates to unspecified security matters. Moreover, no proof of harm is required to make publication an offence. Falsity alone is enough.  
6.5.8 *Computer Crime Proclamation (2016).* This applies to altering or falsifying computer data, distributing misleading computer data or taking advantage of a person’s erroneous beliefs in ways that may ‘injure the rights or interests of another’. Although it is unclear how this harm would be proven, Article 19 does permit restrictions on speech that could injure individuals’ rights.  
6.5.9 *Electoral Law (2019).* This prohibits the spreading of false claims about the electoral process, such as claims that ‘the secrecy of the ballot has not been maintained’. Although Article 19 does not specifically refer to election-related misinformation, it would be accepted by many as a legitimate concern.  
6.5.10 *Hate Speech and Disinformation Prevention and Suppression Proclamation (2020).* Article 2 provides a broad definition of disinformation and Article 5 criminalises its publication. No proof of harm is required to make publication an offence. Falsity alone is enough. With the adoption of the new law, article 486 of the criminal code, was repealed. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>6.5.11</td>
<td>Penal Code (1930)</td>
<td>The code’s Section 66, which has been in existence for at least more than a decade, criminalises what the court finds are false statements 'likely to cause fear and alarm to the public or to disturb the public peace'. This would be covered by Article 19. How these should be determined is not clear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>6.5.12</td>
<td>Elections Offenses Act (2016)</td>
<td>The Act prohibits alteration of election-related documents or the making or publishing of false statements about the withdrawal of any other candidate. Although Article 19 does not specifically refer to election-related misinformation, it would be accepted by many as a legitimate concern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>6.5.13</td>
<td>Computer Misuse &amp; Cybercrimes Act (2018)</td>
<td>Section 22 criminalises the publication of data known to be false or misleading. Section 23 makes it a crime to knowingly publish false information which is ‘calculated [to] or results in panic, chaos or violence… or which is likely to discredit the reputation of a person’. Although Article 19 does permit restrictions on information that undermine public order (cause chaos or violence) or undermine an individual’s reputation, Section 22 is potentially too broad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>6.5.14</td>
<td>Penal Code</td>
<td>Section 60 of the code criminalises the publication of ‘any false statement, rumour or report which is likely to cause fear and alarm to the public or to disturb the public peace’. If public peace is understood to be synonymous with public order, this restriction would be permitted under Article 19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>6.5.15</td>
<td>Public Security Regulations</td>
<td>Regulation 4 prohibits publication of anything that may ‘prejudice public security; undermine public confidence in the Government; promote a feeling of ill-will or hostility between any sections or classes or races… or promote industrial unrest’. Article 19 does not permit restrictions on speech just because it undermines confidence in the government or promotes industrial unrest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>6.5.16</td>
<td>Communications Act (2016)</td>
<td>This law obliges broadcasters to air ‘counter-versions’ from ‘entities affected by an assertion of fact’ if that the claim is shown to be false. No proof of harm is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>6.5.17</td>
<td>e-Transactions Act (2016)</td>
<td>The Act includes prohibitions against ‘misleading advertising’, such as action against false claims made for medicinal products. Where it relates to areas such as public health, restrictions on speech could be permitted by Article 19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>6.5.18</td>
<td>Access to Information Act (2020)</td>
<td>Among other aspects, it prohibits officials providing ‘false information with malice with an aim to injure another person’. Depending how ‘injuries’ are understood, and proven, this may be permitted under Article 19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>6.5.19</td>
<td>Cybercrime law (2019)</td>
<td>Article 31 of this law makes it a crime to publish ‘false news’ which is found to be likely to disturb public order or infringe on human dignity. Article 19 would not permit restrictions on speech for affecting a field as broadly framed as ‘human dignity’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>6.5.20</td>
<td>Criminal Code (1990)</td>
<td>Section 59 makes it a crime to publish or reproduce ‘any statement, rumour or report which is likely to cause fear and alarm to the public or to disturb the public peace, knowing or having reason to believe that such statement, rumour or report is false.’ This could be permitted under Article 19, if the public peace is understood as synonymous with public order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>6.5.21</td>
<td>Electoral Act (2010)</td>
<td>prohibits any false declaration of election results, or the publication of false statements about any candidates’ character or claiming wrongly that a candidate has withdrawn from any election. Although Article 19 does not specifically refer to election-related misinformation, it would be accepted by many as a legitimate concern under Article 19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>6.5.22</td>
<td>Cybercrimes (Prohibition, Prevention, etc.) Act (2015)</td>
<td>Section 24(b) of the Act criminalised publishing online a message online known ‘to be false, for the purpose of causing annoyance, inconvenience, danger, obstruction, insult, injury, criminal intimidation, enmity, hatred, ill will or needless anxiety to another’. Causing ‘annoyance’, ‘inconvenience’, ‘insult’ or ‘needless anxiety’ are not covered by Article 19. In 2020, the ECOWAS Court declared this section violated Nigerians’ right to freedom of expression and ordered Nigeria to appeal or amend the section. At the time of writing it had not done so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>6.5.23</td>
<td>Broadcasting Code of Conduct (2016)</td>
<td>requires broadcasters covering disasters and emergencies to ‘ensure the veracity and credibility of originating material and content’ and that ‘fictional events or non-factual materials shall not be presented as real’. No proof of harm is required to make publication an offence. Falsity alone is enough. How falsity should be proven is not made clear.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Senegal

| 6.5.24 | **Code Penal.** Article 255 criminalises publication of ‘false news’ that causes or may cause civil disobedience, damage to public morale or the reputation of public institutions. Article 19 does not permit restrictions on speech on grounds of causing harm to as broadly framed a field as ‘public morale’. |

### South Africa

| 6.5.25 | **Electoral Act of 1998.** Section 89 sanctions officials or politicians who make intentionally false statements that could adversely affect an election. Although Article 19 does not specifically refer to election-related misinformation, it would be accepted by many as a legitimate concern under Article 19. |
| 6.5.26 | **Regulation in 2020 related to Disaster Management Act (2002).** Prior to 2016, no specific media legislation related to false information. However, in 2020, during the Covid-19 pandemic, regulations were issued in relation to the Disaster Management Act, 2002. Section 11(5) of the regulations made it a crime to publish any statement ‘with the intention to deceive any other person’ about Covid-19, the infection status of any person, or any measure taken by the government to address Covid-19. This could be covered by Article 19. How the harms would be determined is not clear. |

### Uganda

| 6.5.27 | **Penal Code.** Section 171 sets penalties of up to 7 years in prison for ‘any act’ that may contribute to the spread of life-threatening diseases. This could be permitted under Article 19, as a public health matter, although responses would need to be proportionate. How harms would be determined is not clear. |
| 6.5.28 | **Witchcraft Act (1957)** has been used to prosecute the broadcasting of fraud by people claiming magical powers. Penalties for fraud of this type would be permitted restrictions on speech under by Article 19. How else the Act might be used is unclear. |
| 6.5.29 | **Schedule 4 of the Uganda Communications Act (2013)** sets out the functions of the UCC including prohibiting news broadcasts that show ‘distortion of facts’. How ‘distortion of facts’ should be proven is not made clear. No proof of harm is required to make publication an offence. Falsity is enough. |
| 6.5.30 | **Data Protection and Privacy Act, (2019)** is used to prosecute false claims. No proof of harm is required to make publication an offence. Falsity alone is enough. |
| 6.5.31 | **Electoral laws updated in 2020** prohibit, among other things, ‘offensive communication’. This could be used in relation to false information. Although Article 19 does not specifically refer to election-related information, if it applies to hate speech and/or false information that could disrupt an election, it would be accepted by many as a legitimate concern under Article 19. |

**Note:** Information is drawn from our research and work of the Disinformation Tracker project. The list is not exhaustive. Highlighted entries are new or amended between 2016 and 2020.
7. EFFECTS OF LAWS AND REGULATIONS ON MISINFORMATION

We set out in Section 2 the extent to which misinformation is both one part of and driven by the broader dysfunction of the information disorder. And in Section 3 and Section 4, we explain, first, five key ways that much of the existing or new legislation we have studied misses the declared target of deterring or reducing the circulation of false information, and then the failure of the laws and regulation we reviewed to address the question of how to best to reduce the harm that certain types of misinformation can cause. Having in Sections 5 and 6 detailed laws and regulations around the world and across Africa, we review in this section the legislation’s actual effects.

7.1. Set against the scale of the problem – direct effects of legal action minimal

Measured against the numerous statements made to parliament or at public events by leaders across the continent every day, let alone the many millions of words broadcast and published, or posts uploaded online, the direct effects of the existing and new laws and regulations in place since 2016 on the flow of misinformation appear minimal.

Over the 6 months to 31 December 2019, 14 independent fact-checking organisations whose work is reviewed for the study of misinformation that is part of this series, investigated and reported on 1,219 examples of misinformation circulating in politics, traditional media, on social media and other channels in more than two dozen countries across the continent (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). Of these, 917 examples were found to be circulating in one or more of the 11 countries that are part of this study. At the time, no fact-checking organisations were operating regularly in 6 of the 11 countries we studied for this report93. Had there been regular operations in all countries and had the organisations working in the other countries studied been more fully staffed94, the number of examples identified would likely have been substantially higher. With small staffs and limited means: ‘I feel we are seeing the tip of the iceberg’ commented Sophie Nicholson, deputy chief editor of AFP FactCheck95.

93 As of the end of 2019, there were no fact-checking organisations identified as working regularly in Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Malawi or Niger.

94 Seven of the 14 organisations studied had five or fewer staff as of June 2020.

95 Interview with authors July 2020.
Nevertheless, the number of claims identified by even these understaffed organisations run into the many hundreds and, by contrast, the Disinformation Tracker project set up in 2020 by a coalition of freedom of expression organisations including Article 19 and CIPESA\textsuperscript{96}, identified a total of just 12 law enforcement actions (prosecutions, arrests or legal threats)\textsuperscript{97}, launched between March and May 2020 against those accused of publishing or broadcasting ‘false information’ under the existing and new laws in 11 countries we have studied. Of these, only three cases – in Kenya, South Africa and Uganda – related to an ‘objectively legitimate aim’, they found\textsuperscript{98}. Even if the Disinformation Tracker project identified, for sake of argument, less than a quarter of the legal actions taken, their direct effects on the flow of misinformation is clearly minimal in scale compared to either the far larger flow of misinformation or the efforts of the fact-checkers\textsuperscript{99}.

7.2. Regulations are sometimes used against harmful misinformation

It is important to note that laws and regulations have on occasion been used against potentially harmful misinformation. In 2018, the Ugandan Communications Commission, accused by many politically motivated judgements, suspended the broadcasting licences of 23 radio stations for 3 months for ‘advertising witchcraft content’ and ‘aiding electronic fraud’. The stations had hosted programmes by

\textsuperscript{96} See https://www.disinformationtracker.org.

\textsuperscript{97} The actions identified were:


\textsuperscript{98} Note that the 12 law enforcement actions that Disinformation Tracker identified related specifically to alleged false information. Journalists and others are commonly arrested and detained on other grounds and those actions are not reflected in this list.

\textsuperscript{99} In an email in December 2020, researchers for the Disinformation Tracker project confirmed their finding but acknowledged they could not guarantee they had identified all possible examples of legal action taken in the 11 countries under the legislation in the period.
self-proclaimed ‘herbalists’ – people claiming magical powers through the use of herbs – who promised audiences instant wealth or solutions to life’s difficulties if the listeners paid money into the self-proclaimed herbalist’s mobile money account. To ‘prove’ their trick would work, the scammers, who had paid the broadcasters for the privilege of going on air, would, for example, arrange for a caller to phone in who claimed to have paid the money and who would then suddenly ‘find’ a large amount of money under their bed. The UCC suspended the broadcasters’ licences for 3 months and required them to reimburse the money lost by their listeners (Nassuna, 2018). Meanwhile in 2020 in South Africa, authorities took a man to court under Section 11(5) of the Disaster Management Act for posting videos online making false claims about the safety of the government’s Covid-19 response. If believed, these claims might, have had harmful effects on public health (Hyman, 2020; Williams, 2020). These actions were also clearly taken against harmful or potentially harmful information.

7.3. Regulations are used mainly against media, opposition politicians

Nevertheless, as identified by Disinformation Tracker and others, the majority of actions taken by authorities under laws and regulations against ‘false information’ in the first half of 2020 focused on claims made by either opposition politicians or independent or pro-opposition journalists or bloggers. In Cote d’Ivoire, two newspaper editors were fined 2.5 million CFA Francs each in May 2020 for publishing statements by lawyers acting for an opposition politician previously jailed for publishing allegedly false information (AFP, 2020). In Nigeria, a journalist who sang a poem criticising the country’s information minister was detained and charged with making false claims causing ‘annoyance’ to the minister (Sahara Reporters, 2020). In Uganda, regulators in 2019 ordered 13 TV and radio networks to suspend 39 news executives and producers they accused of ‘unbalanced broadcasting, sensational, false and misrepresentative coverage’ of the arrest of an opposition politician (RSF, 2019).

Of the legal enforcements identified by Disinformation Tracker as taken between March and May 2020, action was also taken against journalists or bloggers in Ethiopia, Kenya, Niger, Senegal and Uganda for publishing claims critical of the government. The analysts identified no action taken against pro-government journalists, government politicians or officials, business leaders or others known to have spread potentially harmful false information. Senior officials in Nigeria such as President Muhammadu Buhari’s social media aide Lauretta Onochie, for example, suffered no sanction despite spreading pro-government false information online.

100 At the time of writing, the trial was still awaiting completion.

101 Considered a breach of Section 31 of the Uganda Communications Act.
about government programmes (Adebajo, 2019b; Vanguard, 2020). One analyst at a civil society organisation, who would only speak on grounds of anonymity, said that in Uganda: ‘Self-censorship has increased in the recent past due to the state’s continued arbitrary application of the law and violence against reporters and social media journalists’. This points to a chilling effect on media freedom that is wider than the direct effect of action against particular examples of misinformation.

7.4. Restrictions such as Internet shutdowns have potential harmful effects

To restrict the flow of what they consider potentially unhelpful information ahead of elections and at times of feared unrest, governments across Africa have turned frequently in recent years to shutting down the Internet. Doing so, they have been part of a trend adopted by authoritarian governments around the world from Bangladesh, India and Sri Lanka, to Ecuador, Russia and Venezuela (Access Now, 2020; Article 19, 2019).

In Sri Lanka, as in other countries, given the potential of information online to provoke violence, and a lack of effective action by the tech firms, some commentators applauded these moves. ‘What the Sri Lankan government did was authoritarian, but it is also probably what needed to be done to prevent social media from really throwing fuel onto this fire afterward,’ said Ankit Panda, senior editor at The Diplomat (Stewart, 2019).

However, research into the effects of Internet shutdowns on protests in India in 2016 by digital rights researcher Jan Rydzak suggests that blocking online access not only harms digital economies (CIPESA, 2017), deprives citizens of impartial news reports about events, and disconnects them from family members and friends. It may actually exacerbate unrest and violence, which the authorities say they wish to avoid (Rydzak, 2019a). After studying dozens of protests in Indian states where authorities shut the Internet down and others where they kept it on, Rydzak concluded that ‘Under a blackout, each successive day of protest had more violence than would typically happen as a protest unfolded with continued Internet access... In no scenario were blackouts consistently linked to reduced levels of protest over the course of several days. Instead of curtailing protest, they seemed to encourage a tactical shift to strategies that are less orderly, more chaotic and more violent’ (Rydzak, 2019b).

7.5. Information standards for media, politicians could mitigate much harm

Multiple studies worldwide have shown that much misinformation originates in three particular arena: (i) traditional media, (ii) online and social media and (iii) political settings and networks (Benkler et al, 2020; Brennan et al, 2020). This
is confirmed in the study of misinformation that is part of this series (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). False claims spread in traditional media – on television, radio and print media – for many reasons. They do so due, in part, to the effects on professional standards of the ownership and funding structures common across the sector (Ndlela & Mano, 2020; Sanef, 2019). Online, the proliferation of both serious news sites and blogs and junk news operations has been both an opportunity for voices to be heard, and for good information and disinformation to spread. Meanwhile the role of global social media companies in incentivising and facilitating the sharing of content which emerges as misinformation has been widely documented. False online information often spreads further, and brings more reader engagement, than accurate information (Silverman, 2016). And in politics, where the competitive nature of political systems promotes the spread of misinformation, little is done either to penalise those who spread falsehoods or to promote honest debate. While countries such as the United Kingdom, South Africa and Kenya do have laws and codes of conduct aimed, in theory, at ensuring honesty from political leaders, these codes tend to be weakly enforced at best, in Africa or around the world. Moreover, while governments across the continent also have an obligation, under both international and national laws, to ensure the public has easy access to official information on public interest topics, this responsibility has, in practice, long been more ignored than respected (AFOIC, 2017; Corruption Watch, 2018; Cunliffe-Jones, 2022a).

Measures to solve entrenched structural problems in traditional media and politics are often mooted, as researchers note (Wasserman & Benequista, 2017). They are rarely enacted. Situated at different ends of the continent, Senegal, South Africa and Malawi nevertheless provide examples of how different models of media regulation and engagement of civil society may prove more effective than most existing and recent legislation in reducing the harm misinformation can cause.

In Senegal, a new press code was introduced in 2017 after 8 years of negotiations with media organisations, creating a requirement for all news operations, including the sort of online news sites identified by fact-checkers as major sources of misinformation, to operate with a senior team with several years’ experience operating to a strict professional code of journalism. Whether the introduction of the code will have a positive effect long term is yet to be seen. Mamadou Thior, chair of the media self-regulatory body CORED, argues that if implemented as intended ‘news will be better verified before publication’ than was previously the case\textsuperscript{102}. Self-regulatory press codes are spreading on the continent (Sampaio-Dias et al, 2019) and in South Africa, the current Press Council, set up in 2007, intervenes in instances of misinformation that appear in the media, adjudicating on cases and

\textsuperscript{102} Interview Mamadou Thior, September 2020.
often requiring the media to publish corrections. Ahead of the 2019 elections in South Africa, a media standards watchdog, Media Monitoring Africa, went further, setting up an online platform, Real411, to allow the public to alert them to examples of possible false election-related claims from journalists or politicians. The claims are then assessed and, if necessary, taken to the IEC which can, subject to appeal, order them to be taken down or corrected, a counter-narrative published or an apology made. Meanwhile, in 2016, authorities in Malawi introduced a new law, the Communications Act, obliging broadcasters to air ‘counter-versions’ from ‘entities affected by an assertion of fact’ if that entity claims the fact is false. The long-term effects of such information standards are yet to be seen but, we argue, combined with measures enabling the growth of fact-checking initiatives, regulation of tech companies on the basis of transparent standards based in international law, and codes of conduct promoting honesty among politicians, could achieve more than is achieved by current laws and regulations.

103 Email from Media Monitoring Africa CEO William Bird, October 2020.
8. ACCESS TO INFORMATION AS RESPONSE TO MISINFORMATION

As we set out in Section 2, the failure of authorities around the world to ensure easy public access to accurate information on important topics plays a major role in undermining the public’s understanding of important public affairs. The lack of public access to reliable information both helps misinformation to flourish and makes efforts to counter false information less effective (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022a, 2022b; Golebiewski & Boyd, 2019; Kainja, 2020; Shane & Noel, 2020). For this reason, while acknowledging the important role of other factors in undermining understanding (Duffy, 2018; Vicol, 2020), any strategy to reduce the spread of harmful misinformation needs to address the problems of the wider information disorder, and not simply respond to misinformation alone.

8.1. Access to information across Africa – in law and in practice

A review of access to information laws in Africa by the Open Democracy Advice Centre, published in 2018, found that the number of countries with access to information laws in place had risen from 7 out of 12 it studied in 2015 to 10 out of 12 two years later. The remaining two countries, Madagascar and Namibia, had new bills under consideration the study found (Corruption Watch, 2018). In Senegal, Amadou Kanouté, spokesman for the Ministry of Culture and Communication acknowledged in 2020 Senegal did not have a law guaranteeing access to information, although it is required by the constitution. But Mamadou Thior, chair of the media self-regulatory body, CORED, said his organisation was now working with the ministry on such legislation.

While the increase in the number of access to information laws in place on the continent is clear (AFEX 2017), application of the laws in practice remains often inconsistent and weak, the ODAC study showed. In South Africa, an independent Office of the Information Regulator was set up in 2016 to both protect the privacy of personal data and oversee public access to information but few other countries had similar measures in place. Among other effects, the lack of access to accurate information online or offline to check claims against was identified in a

104 In 2015, Kenya, Madagascar; Malawi, Namibia and Tanzania had no such laws in place, but did have access to information bills under consideration, the study said In 2017, Cote d’Ivoire, Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda and Zimbabwe had access to information laws in place, the study found.

105 Interviews Amadou Kanouté and Mamadou Thior September 2020.

survey of African fact-checking organisations as the biggest single challenge they face in their work (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022a). Implementation of the laws in practice would help both reduce the flow of false claims, many of which are caused by lack of access to reliable information, and support efforts to reduce misinformation spread and effects.

8.2. Steps authorities could take to improve access to accurate information

The first hurdle to ensuring public access to reliable information is ensuring that reliable information is collected in the first place. In 2012, the fact-checking organisation Africa Check was asked to check a claim that South African officials had overstated the percentage of children who had received all the mandated childhood vaccines by the age of 12 years. As the researcher found, the government-run vaccination programme had announced a high official figure but accepted that there were ‘data quality issues’ with its information. The data it used was often ‘poor and unreliable,’ with districts using ‘old data collection tools that are not updated’ and ‘no consistency in the data tools used in the same district,’ while often ‘data is not verified and monitored by supervisors,’ the officials admitted (Dyosop, 2012). Without reliable data available, it was not possible for officials to present a reliable picture: a major cause of misinformation.

Proper funding, training and support for those responsible for gathering and analysing official data are essential to improving the flow of reliable information and reducing the spread of false information. Even in relatively well-resourced countries such as South Africa, funding for statistics and data programmes is often in short supply, the budget for a statistical survey of income and poverty cut due to the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on government finances (Wilkinson, 2020). The independence of statistics organisations from political, commercial and other authorities is also critical. In countries such as the United Kingdom, that is assured by the independent statistics regulator, which oversees the standards of statistics and periodically publicly rebukes government and opposition politicians for misleading statistical claims, but such independent self-regulation of statistics is not widely known (Jerven, 2013).

8.3. Enabling media and civil society to act against misinformation

Strong, independent media can help push back against false narratives found in biased media and public debate. Alongside traditional media, specialist

---

107 Disclosure, one of the co-authors of this report was Africa Check Director at the time of the report.
fact-checking organisations have a role to play. In Africa, the number of fact-checking organisations operating has grown since the first was founded in 2012 to more than a dozen by late 2020 (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022a). This nevertheless left the majority of sub-Saharan countries without any such initiatives focussed specifically on identifying and disproving potentially harmful false claims without curbing freedom of expression. Many who would set up such organisations are hampered by a hostile environment created for independent media operations by the authorities.

However, as noted above, where they are allowed to operate, non-partisan fact-checking and independent media organisations provide a constructive response to far more examples of false information, via their work, than regulations introduced by governments not penalising but correcting false claims. The environment that has enabled this to happen has, in part, been facilitated by a move towards more liberal media regulation regimes in a majority of countries (Sampaio-Dias et al, 2019). The creation and sustaining of this enabling environment is essential to any real drive to reduce the circulation of and harm caused by false information. The drivers and effects of this work are explored in more detail in another report in this series, examining the growth and role of fact-checking organisations on the continent over the past decade (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022a).
9. **CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

We sought in this report to answer two fundamental questions set out at the beginning. First, what changes took place to laws and regulations governing media and information 2016 to 2020 in the 11 sub-Saharan countries studied, and second, what effects this had on the circulation of misinformation, harmful or otherwise and on freedom of speech and the media.

Our research found that, in the 5 years since 2016, 10 of the 11 sub-Saharan countries we surveyed for this report introduced or amended laws or regulations penalising publication or broadcast of information authorities declare ‘false’, seizing on legitimate concerns about the harms that misinformation and disinformation can cause, to almost double the number of laws or regulations in place from 17 to 31.

We also found that while many existing and new laws and regulations have a chilling effect on media freedom and public debate, they also miss the declared target of reducing the harm caused by false information, failing to address the harm misinformation causes in an effective or proportionate manner or on an effective scale. One third of laws studied penalise publication of information declared ‘false’ regardless of whether or not it caused or risked harm. Almost half the new or existing laws thus restrict freedom expression in fields not agreed by international law. And a review of legal enforcement actions undertaken against ‘false’ information in 11 countries, found only three instances in 3 months where objectively legitimate punitive action was taken. By contrast, fact-checking organisations operating in half of the sample countries published more than 900 reports, identifying, correcting and – through partnerships with tech firms – reducing the circulation of false information.

While our study has focused on laws related to ‘false information’ in Africa, we argue the approach we have taken – examining the terms and effects of regulatory frameworks for countering false information against what is known empirically and in theory of misinformation types, drivers and effects – is one that is replicable worldwide. It can help distinguish between regulatory approaches aimed at partisan social or political objectives, that do little to reduce harm, and effective approaches, reducing harm without curbing legitimate speech.

9.1. **To curb the harm misinformation causes we need to understand it**

It is evident from numerous studies, including the study of misinformation that is part of this series, that different types of misinformation cause or contribute to a range of harmful effects or potential effects on individuals and societies. It is important, if for this reason alone, for society to address the challenge misinformation
poses. At the same time, given the harms caused by restrictions on freedom of speech, it is important to do so without undermining freedom of speech legitimate in international law. To achieve this, it is necessary for laws and regulations to take account of the complex nature of misinformation: its different types, who creates and spreads it, what drives this process, the actual and potential harms it does and does not cause, and the most effective way of countering it.

The study of misinformation that is part of this series shows that a substantial share, perhaps more than one in four of examples of information that independent fact-checkers across Africa identify as false information, appear to cause no harm or plausible risk of harm (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). There would thus be no justification in international law for those who publish it to face any sanction. And yet, almost a third of the existing and new laws in place today in the 11 countries studied enable authorities to penalise the publication of information on grounds of falsity alone.

For authorities to achieve their declared goal of reducing the circulation of harmful misinformation, without violating international laws on freedom of expression, it is thus necessary, we argue, to adopt an entirely new approach, based on a proper, evidence-based understanding of the types, drivers and effects of misinformation, the distorted focus of information and the lack of access to accurate information, an approach aimed at enabling the media and information environment to counter these effects.

9.2. Legislation in 11 countries against ‘false’ information doubled 2016–2020

As we set out above, 8 of the 11 countries studied for this report already had legislation or regulations in place providing often harsh penalties for publication or broadcast of what authorities claimed to be ‘false’ information, long before concern about misinformation surged worldwide in 2016. Some, such as the 1957 Ugandan Witchcraft Act or elements of the penal or criminal codes in Kenya or Malawi, dated to the colonial era. Ethiopia and Uganda had the highest number of laws and regulations related to ‘false’ information. In the case of South Africa, regulation was restricted to Section 89 of the Electoral Act of 1998, prohibiting, at least in theory, politicians and officials from making certain forms of false claims about their opponents in elections. Only three countries studied, Benin, Burkina Faso and Niger, had no legislation against false information in place, excluding laws related to defamation.

In the 5 years after 2016, the number of laws and regulations on the statute books almost doubled. As of the end of 2020, all 11 countries studied have legislation or
regulations in place penalising publication or broadcast of false information. Ten of the 11 countries – Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Niger, Nigeria, South Africa and Uganda – introduced or amended legislation or regulations between 2016 and 2020, many with harsh penalties. The total number of regulations or laws in the 11 countries against ‘false’ information rose 17 from to 31.\textsuperscript{108}

9.3. Laws and regulations miss the declared target, hit media freedom

What matters more than the number of acts or regulations is their effects, if any, on the flow of misinformation, harmful or otherwise, and on freedom of speech and of the media. As we set out above, legislation and regulations can and have been used in a few cases to penalise, the publication of types of misinformation causing clear specific harm. This has occurred in instances of fraud in Uganda and potential harms to public health in South Africa. However, as we set out above and summarise below, the majority of the laws and regulations reviewed miss the declared target of deterring or reducing the circulation of potentially harmful false information.

9.3.1. LAWS AND REGULATIONS FAIL TO ADDRESS TYPES AND DRIVERS OF MISINFORMATION

First, we identified five ways in which the terms of the legislation and regulations fail to address many of the types and drivers of potentially harmful misinformation:

(i) The laws and regulations we reviewed address information as being either true or false when most misinformation in fact contains elements of both true and false information. If restricted to addressing wholly false information, the legislation thus risks failing to provide a response to harmful information that is, for example, accurate in a narrow sense but misleading. If interpreted broadly, the legislation risks applying sometimes heavy sanctions to publication of information that may be at least partly if not wholly true.

(ii) Almost one third of the laws we reviewed penalise publication of information said to be false on grounds of falsity alone. Other laws

\textsuperscript{108} Given the timescales, it was not possible for us to review all regulation or legislation already in place in each country studied as of 2016, and we recognise of course that there may be examples we have missed. This includes, for example, legislation and regulation related to claims of false information in important but more specific or niche areas such as regulations around the claims of pharmaceuticals firms in advertisements or product labels. We believe we have, however, captured most areas where legislation or regulation was changed.
penalise publication of allegedly false information on topics not covered by international law on freedom of expression.

(iii) Most laws or regulations we reviewed focus on misinformation created and/or spread via traditional and social media and thus fail to address the circulation of misinformation in many other channels, from parliament to product labels, thus failing to address much potentially harmful misinformation.

(iv) By focusing on misinformation created by traditional media, or other actors on social media, these laws fail to address the important role of government, religious and traditional leaders in creating false information offline and outside the media. This again leads legislation to miss its declared target of reducing harms caused by misinformation.

(v) Most laws or regulations we reviewed fail to address the diverse set of factors – from political to financial motivations, misunderstandings and the lack of access to accurate information – that drive the creation or spread of misinformation and thus fail to reduce the causes of misinformation.

9.3.2. NO PROOF OR STANDARD OF PROOF OF HARM REQUIRED, HIT PARTISAN TARGETS

Second, we show in the report that the majority of laws and regulations we reviewed either require no proof that any type of actual or potential harm was caused or risked by the false information, in order to make its publication or broadcast an offence, or, where they do so, set out no proper standard of how such harm should be proven and weighed. Ten out of 31 examples of legislation or regulations we examined require no proof of any harm caused in order to penalise publication of what authorities deem false. Four laws or regulations focused on alleged harms not recognised by Article 19 as legitimate reasons to restrict freedom of expression and most of the remainder set no standards for proving harm. At the same time, the study of misinformation that is part of this series shows, first, that a substantial share of information identified as false or misleading by fact-checkers causes no identifiable harm, and second, that actual or potential harm can occur but is difficult to prove. Our review suggests the targets chosen for action under these laws are often driven by partisan political considerations.

9.3.3. ACTIONS TAKEN DO NOT MATCH THE MASSIVE SCALE OF MISINFORMATION

Third, we show that, while the actual and feared effects of the laws they create do curb media and political freedoms, actions taken under the legislation or are on a
tiny scale when compared to the huge volume of harmful, or potentially harmful, false information found circulating online, on TV, radio or in print media, in parliaments, at public events, and in statements put out by traditional, religious, business and civil society leaders across a continent. In the 11 countries we surveyed, the project Disinformation Tracker identified for the months March to May 2020 a total of 12 legal actions taken over what authorities alleged was ‘false information’, only three of which were potentially legitimate actions. The tiny scale of actions taken contrasts with the scale of misinformation and the limited (if larger) extent of work undertaken by media and fact-checking organisations, and the potential of others including tech firms to act, countering misinformation on the continent (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022a).

9.3.4. INTERNET SHUTDOWNS MAY EXACERBATE TENSIONS AND UNREST

Fourth, we noted research findings that Internet shutdowns, used frequently by governments across Africa to curb protests in the run up to elections or at times of social tension (Access Now, 2020), may exacerbate both the misinformation and the unrest they are intended to quell. The research suggests that blocking online access not only causes economic harms and disconnects citizens but may also exacerbate unrest and violence (Rydzak, 2019b). This is coherent with the work of Golebiewski and Boyd, Shane and Noel and the study in this series on drivers of misinformation, all of which suggest that the lack of access to sources of reliable information helps drive rumour and misinformation, to actual or potential harmful effect (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b; Golebiewski & Boyd, 2019; Shane & Noel, 2020).

9.3.5. EFFECTIVE INDEPENDENT REGULATION, ENABLING OF CIVIL SOCIETY AND MEDIA, AND ACCESS TO RELIABLE INFORMATION

Fifth, we propose that the most effective means of reducing harm caused by misinformation would be to enable, on the one hand, independent, transparent, standards-based regulation of media, tech companies and political debate to drive up the accuracy of information in the public arena, and, on the other hand, to improve public access to accurate information. Every honest appraisal of traditional media, online and social media and politics across Africa, and the world, recognises that misinformation originates in all three sectors. We provide examples of steps taken by regulators and civil society in Senegal, South Africa and Malawi to tackle the problems misinformation can cause. We set out below recommendations for regulation of all three sectors based on three principles: (i) a function of regulation should be to enable and support independent media and civil society to fairly scrutinise and report on events and claims made in public debate; (ii) regulation of media, political behaviour and social media should be independent of partisan political and commercial interests, in line with the principles agreed in
international law, and based on evidence; (iii) the best way to render false information harmless is to improve access to accurate information.

9.4. **Recommendations**

We write from the point of view that free expression is a fundamental right, access to trustworthy information is as vital, and the problems caused by and leading to misinformation should not be used as cover for stifling free expression. We recognise the role of the state and the importance of regulation because governments have the ability to standardise, scale and implement in a way that civil society organisations do not. We argue that, to reduce the actual and potential harm caused by misinformation, without infringing unnecessarily on freedom of expression, governments and regulators should:

9.5. **Improve public access to and quality of information of public interest by**

(i) Ensuring proper funding and independent management of statistics agencies to improve the quality of information gathered on topics of public interest

(ii) Setting up an independent, non-partisan statistics regulator to both certify the quality of public statistics and publicly report on any abuse of public statistics by public figures

(iii) Setting up and empowering an independent regulator of information, with powers to both ensure and report publicly on the state of (i) protection of the privacy of personal data and (ii) public access to information on topics of public interest

9.6. **Revise regulation of ‘false information’ by**

(i) Repealing or amending legislation that penalises the publication or broadcast by traditional (TV, radio, print and online) news media of information on grounds of its accuracy or falsity to ensure that any penalties are both (i) proportionate and (ii) only applied where publication or broadcast of that information can be proven according to publicly set out criteria to have caused substantial harm or plausibly risked imminent

---

109 Of the countries in our study, SA is the only country to have implemented a GDPR-style law, the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA). In Kenya, a Data Commissioner is yet to be appointed but the digital governance community is strong and expected to be bolstered by a legal framework.
harm to individuals or society in the fields set out in Article 19 of the rights or reputations of others, public health or public order

(ii) Requiring publicly owned or -controlled news broadcasters and other public news media to provide fair space in their coverage for minority and opposition voices and uphold the highest standards of accuracy in their own reporting

(iii) Putting in place laws, like those in France, to help protect journalists, particularly women, covering controversial topics from online harassment, as recommended by the OSCE and the IPI and the Rabat Plan of Action on hate speech, while following international principles on freedom of expression

(iv) Requiring independently owned or controlled news media (TV, broadcast, print or online) to publicly disclose their ownership structure and provide details of political and commercial interest advertising and financing, to ensure due transparency

(v) Putting in place a system of media regulation, independent of government, commercial or sectarian interests, regulating the media according to professional standards agreed with the sector, with the powers to enforce those standards

(vi) Recognising that substantial actual and potential harms can be caused to individuals and society by false or misleading claims made through false claims from the business world, and ensure that existing agencies such as drug agencies and advertising authorities are funded and empowered to ensure that claims made by companies in their labels, advertising and statements are accurate and cause no risk of harm

9.7. **Agree codes of conduct that promote honesty in political debate by**

(i) Putting in place elements in a parliamentary code of conduct empowering non-partisan parliamentary authorities to require any member of parliament or minister found to have intentionally or unintentionally mislead the assembly on a point of fact to correct their statement

(ii) Ensuring the electoral law prohibits politicians and political parties from making factually inaccurate claims about their rivals, and provide
the independent electoral authority with the powers to ensure that any such inaccurate statements are corrected and withdrawn

(iii) Provide the independent electoral authority with the power to monitor claims made widely in public debate during election campaigns and ensure that, where they can be shown to be both factually inaccurate and materially distorting of public understanding, those claims be corrected and withdrawn

9.8. **Partner with others to regulate tech firms to publicly agreed standards – by**

Recognising that the major technology companies are global operations, governments should engage with governments across the continent and around the world to bring pressure to bear on the existing and new dominant companies to:

(i) Provide substantially greater public transparency related to both the principles and practice of enforcement of content moderation policies for information that is found to be false or misleading, based on principles agreed in Article 19

(ii) Provide substantially greater public transparency on the algorithms used to rank and disseminate information so that the public, government and regulators know the criteria being used. French laws on algorithmic transparency could be a model. Meet a consistent industry-agreed, publicly declared set of standards encouraging users to consider and understand information before they post or share it

(iii) Learn from the effects of models tried by Australia, France and elsewhere in 2020/2021 either using taxation of technology companies to help fund public service media or using competition law to require firms to pay directly for the news they circulate, in ways that help support the supply of quality public service news

For this to have effect, we recognise it needs debate in policy-making institutions at national, sub-regional, regional and international fora – from national commissions on misinformation to debates in regional and global bodies. We are happy to engage in any such debate.

110 For more information see https://www.isdglobal.org/isd-publications/algorithm-inspection-and-regulatory-access
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APPENDIX 1 – RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THIS REPORT

1.1. Key premises of the research approach

The response from many governments to the rise of misinformation has been to introduce new or stricter regulation of traditional and social media (Bradshaw et al, 2018; European Commission, 2018a; Haciyakupoglu et al, 2018; Kaye, 2019a; Roudik, 2019; Sandefur, 2018). At the same time, governments from Bangladesh and India to Algeria, Cameroon and Ethiopia have pursued extra-legal measures such as shutting down the Internet in the name of stopping the spread of ‘fake news’ and hate speech (Access Now, 2020; Ndlela & Mano, 2020). Critics of these measures argue that, in many if not all cases, the actual and perhaps intended effect has been to restriction freedom of expression and censor opposition voices (Bajo, 2019; Cunningham, 2019; Halakhe, 2017; Paquette, 2019; Schetzer, 2019). This critique does not tell us, however, whether the approach has, nevertheless, reduced the harm false information causes.

We start from the premise that, to be an effective response to the harmful effects misinformation has or may have on individuals and society, laws and regulations would need to address the types of misinformation actually in circulation, who creates them and what drives them, and takes into account the actual and potential harmful effects this misinformation can or cannot be shown to have.

On this basis, we set out, first, evidence from the other study that is part of this series that misinformation in Africa is part of a wider, inter-linked ‘information disorder’ encompassing not simply (i) false and misleading information but also, (ii) the distorted focus of information online and offline and (iii) the failure of authorities to ensure easy public access to reliable official information (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b). Second, we set out evidence drawn from the same source on the types, drivers and effects of misinformation in the region. It is after establishing this basis, that we then assess the effects of existing and new laws and regulations in the 11 countries surveyed for this report.

1.2. Definitions of key terms used in the report

For this report, we use the following definitions for key terms:

1.2.1. ‘Access to information’ and ‘freedom of information’ are used to refer to both the rights, and the systems that enable citizens ‘to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of
frontiers’, set out as a right in Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 19, 1966). Our reports show a lack of access to information is one of the main drivers of misinformation in Africa.

1.2.2. ‘Freedom of expression’ is used to refer to the right, set out in Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, to express information and ideas through diverse media. This is both a fundamental right for individuals and for a free media to hold governments and institutions to account.

1.2.3. ‘Distorted focus of information’ is our own term, used to refer to ‘the promotion and/or censorship of particular topics such that, while the information disseminated may not be inaccurate in itself, the focus on or absence of the topic distorts audience understanding.’ Details of the concept are set out in Section 2.

1.2.4. ‘Lack of access to accurate information’ is used to refer ‘the lack of legal rights and/or the practical ability of the public to access to accurate information on topics of public interest, and/or the failure of the authorities to ensure that public information that is available is accurate’. Details of the concept are set out Section 2.

1.2.5. ‘Information disorder’ is defined in this report as ‘the combination of three factors: mis/disinformation, the distorted focus of information and the lack of access to accurate information, that, together with the way people think, combine to undermine public understanding.’ See Section 2 for a fuller discussion.

1.2.6. ‘Claim’ is a term we use to refer to ‘any factual assertion made by a person or organisation, explicitly or on occasion implicitly, whether made by the spoken or written word or through presentation of an image’. This definition is drawn from the definition used in the guidelines for signatories of the International Fact-Checking Network, the global umbrella body for fact-checking. For disclosure, the lead researcher on this report is an independent member of the advisory board of the IFCN and oversaw the 2020 review of its Code of Principles for fact-checkers.

1.2.7. ‘Misinformation’ is used to refer to ‘information that is false or misleading, whether or not it was intended to mislead’. Section 3 provides a
more detailed discussion of what constitutes false information or misinformation.

1.2.8. ‘Disinformation’ is used to refer to ‘information that is false or misleading and was created or spread with the intention of misleading.’ This definition is also used by multiple sources. See Section 2 for a more detailed description of this term.

1.2.9. ‘Fake news’ is used only in quotations. Taken literally, the term applies purely to false or fabricated information produced in a news format to deceive about its origins and/or accuracy. In practice, the term has been used by headline writers, politicians, and the public worldwide since 2016, often to dismiss information as false or biased, regardless. We consider that with such lack of definition ‘fake news’ is a misleading term best not used save in quotations.

1.2.10. ‘Harmful effects’ (actual or potential). We refer in this report to claims of harmful effects from false information. We differentiate between ‘actual’ harmful effects, that is, direct, observable harm to an individual or group that can be shown through empirical evidence to have been caused by false or misleading information, and ‘potential’ harmful effects, that is, harm that a combination of evidence and theory indicates may have or may in future likely be caused by false or misleading information. We set out this details and examples of effects in Section 4.

1.2.11. ‘Fact-checking’ is used to refer to ‘publishing or broadcasting content that assesses the factual accuracy of factual statements made by public figures and prominent institutions and/or claims widely circulated online in text, visual and other formats.’ This is also drawn from the IFCN guidelines noted above.

1.3. The criteria for selecting the period studied

We selected the period 1 January 2016 to 30 June 2020 to study for two main reasons. First, we seek to explore evidence of change in legislation and regulation brought in or planned due to declared concerns about misinformation. As set out above, the levels of concern expressed about the real or imagined effects of misinformation on individuals and society rose sharply in Africa, and around the world, from 2016. For this reason, we made 2016 the starting point for our study and continued the survey up to mid-2020 in order to examine the effects of the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic on media and information legislation.
1.4. **The criteria for selecting the countries studied**

This study examines changes made to legislation and regulation of media and information in 11 countries, roughly one quarter of the total in sub-Saharan Africa – Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa and Uganda. We selected these countries as presenting a combination of Anglophone and Francophone nations, with different media traditions, a blend of populous and smaller nations, and different political traditions. For reasons of our linguistic limitations, we did not cover North Africa.

1.5. **The fields of legislation and regulation assessed**

We started our study from the point of view that regulation of the media, public speech and information can, in principle, if exercised independently of party political, commercial and sectarian interests, provide a legal framework that helps to protect trust, the privacy of personal data, access to and transparency and accuracy of public information, transparency of media ownership, accurate reporting and the expression of minority and oppositional opinion and can reduce the harm caused by false and other harmful content.

With this in mind, we examined legislation and regulation in the selected countries for:

1.5.1. Any aspects relating to the accuracy, falsity and effects of information published or broadcast by traditional print and broadcast media, and news websites

1.5.2. Any aspects relating to the accuracy, falsity and effects of information published on social media platforms, online search, and messaging services

1.5.3. Any changes to the general rules of operation for traditional print and broadcast media, news websites, social media platforms, online search, and messaging services if premised on concern about false information and its effects

1.5.4. Any legislation or codes of conduct as may exist requiring politicians and officials to ensure the accuracy of claims they make in public debate

1.5.5. Any legislation or codes of conduct as may exist relating to public access to, and the accuracy of, information from public bodies
1.6. **How we identified changes to the legal and regulatory framework**

We conducted interviews with regulators and media freedom advocates, and carried out a search of academic literature and research published by relevant civil society organisations and official bodies across the 11 identified countries relating to:

1.6.1. The accuracy, falsity and effects of information published or broadcast by traditional print and broadcast media and news websites

1.6.2. The accuracy, falsity and effects of information published on social media platforms, online search and messaging services

1.6.3. Requirements on politicians and officials to ensure the accuracy of claims they make

1.6.4. Public access to, and the accuracy of, information from public bodies

1.6.5. Reviewed current legislation and regulation against the 2016 baseline

1.6.6. Extra-legal measures such as Internet shutdowns between 2016 and 2020, where those were claimed to have been taken due to concerns about false information

1.7. **How we identified restrictions on access to accurate information**

To identify restrictions on access to accurate information, we:

1.7.1. Carried out interviews with media regulators, information ministry officials, and statisticians to establish whether such officials see easier access to accurate information as a potential useful response to tackling misinformation.

1.7.2. Carried out a review of the evidence from monitors of freedom of information and access to information relating to:

   1.7.2.1. Internet shutdowns, take-down notices or other forms of online censorship where tackling false information was cited as a cause

   1.7.2.2. Bans on media publications where tackling false information was cited as a cause

   1.7.2.3. Evidence of the implementation or not of existing FOI legislation or the introduction of new FOI legislation where tackling false information was cited as a cause
1.8. How we analysed the effects of these measures and restrictions

The methods used to analyse the effect these measures can be shown or are said to have had on (i) the flow of misinformation and (ii) freedom of speech and of the media, included:

For evidence on the measures’ effects on the flow of misinformation:

1.8.1. A review of reports from media and civil society organisations for evidence of specific examples of misinformation stopped through such legislation and regulatory responses, and analysis of broader effects on the flow of misinformation

1.8.2. Evidence from the research conducted for another report in this series (Cunliffe-Jones, 2022b) of examples of when lack of access to accurate information caused or contributed to the spread of false information

1.8.3. Qualitative interviews with regulators, as available, to seek evidence of specific examples or types of misinformation stopped through such legislation and regulatory responses, and of any possible broader effects on the flow of misinformation

1.8.4. Qualitative interviews with leading journalists, press freedom and Internet rights advocates, and spokespeople for social media platforms, as available, to establish if they agree such measures reduced the flow of misinformation

For evidence on the measures’ potential effect on freedom of speech and the media:

1.8.5. A review of news reports and reports from civil society organisations and monitors of freedom of speech for evidence as to whether any such measures reduced or promoted freedom of speech and the media

1.8.6. Qualitative interviews with leading journalists, press freedom and Internet rights advocates, and spokespeople for social media platforms, as available, for evidence as to whether any such measures reduced or promoted freedom of speech and the media
APPENDIX 2 – SUMMARY OF FEATURES OF THE 31 LAWS STUDIED

1. One law reviewed requires media to allow a right of reply to, but does not otherwise penalise publication of, allegedly ‘false’ information
   - Malawi: Communications Act (2016)

2. Fourteen laws or regulations penalise allegedly ‘false’ information alleged to cause harm in fields that may be permitted under Article 19

3. Six laws penalise allegedly ‘false’ information alleged to cause harm in ways not permitted under Article 19

4. Ten laws penalise allegedly ‘false’ information regardless of alleged harm, on grounds of its falsity alone
APPENDIX 3 – RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR REPORT ON MISINFORMATION TYPES AND EFFECTS

The report into the types, drivers and effects of misinformation identified as circulating across the continent between July and December 2019 will be put forward for publication in 2022. It is part of the series of four reports into the types, drivers and effects of misinformation and three responses to the phenomenon. We set out here details of the methodology of the report.

3.1. THE SAMPLES OF MISINFORMATION STUDIED

The key source for the report is a database of more than 1,200 examples of information circulating in sub-Saharan Africa in the second half of 2019 and identified as false or misleading by one of more of 14 fact-checking organisations. This information is drawn from fact-checks published between July 1 and December 31, 2019 – a ‘business as usual’ period on the continent, falling in between 6 months during which the continent saw a series major elections, January to June 2019, and the global health crisis that started in 2020.

The sample was limited to fact-checks published or broadcast in English or French, for reasons of the author’s linguistic limitations. Fact-checks of claims found to be accurate are not included as the focus of the report is on misinformation. The sample identified is subject to both the news selection biases of the fact-checking organisations and the still limited number and size of fact-checking organisations operating on the continent. These limitations and other questions concerning the sample studied are discussed in the report.

3.2. THE ACCURACY OF THE MAKE UP OF THE MISINFORMATION SAMPLE

For the study to be sound, the author reviewed the evidence on the basis of which the fact-checking organisations concluded that the information concerned was in some way either false or misleading, and also cross-checked the results of all those fact-checks where the same information was assessed by more than one fact-checking organisation. Before the report is published, the validity of these and the other findings on a randomised sample of the entries in the database will be independently reviewed by other, independent researchers.

3.3. PROCESS FOR CLASSIFYING TYPES, DRIVERS AND EFFECTS OF MISINFORMATION

To classify the types and drivers of misinformation examined in the database, the author assessed all entries using evidence drawn from the fact-checks
themselves, follow-up enquiries and relevant studies (see more below). This process is not simple, due to both the number of factors that may be involved and the levels deception inherent in forms of misinformation. Nevertheless, the process seems straightforward compared to the more complicated and often uncertain process of assessing the effects misinformation does or may have.

To assess the possible effects of misinformation it is necessary to distinguish between actual, empirically provable effects of specific false or misleading claims, on the one hand, and the less certain, potential effects of claims and sets of claims over time and in different conditions. It is also necessary to consider the effects of information on belief or understanding, and the effects of any changes in belief or understanding on actions and feelings. It is necessary to set out the different degrees of confidence with which such findings can be asserted. Finally, it is necessary to identify the different effects depending on the audience that see and believes the false information. The effect on society of false information when it changes the actions taken by a policy-maker, in a position to set rules for hundreds, thousands or millions of people, may be greater than when believed by an individual member of the public. And yet, widely spread false information may also affect the actions and feelings of millions of individuals too.

3.4. THE 25 FEATURES OF THE MISINFORMATION ASSESSED IN THE STUDY

To determine what can be said about factors that make the different types of false or misleading information in the sample (i) lead to actual, empirically provable harmful effects, with evidence drawn from the fact-checks or further investigation or (ii) potentially contribute to harmful effects, with evidence drawn from the fact-checks, further investigation and existing research, the author assessed all entries in the database according to 25 defined features. The study then reviews the correlation between harm and different combinations of features assessed to put forward a theory of factors that lead to greater or lesser risks of harmful effects, to whom, and how, and sets out the basis for this.

To do this the database sets out both metadata on every false claim (the source of the fact-check, the date published, a link to the source, and a summary of the false claim), and classifies every claim entered according to the following 25 features.

The (i) claim checked; (ii) country or countries it concerned; (iii) country or countries in which it was observed; (iv) type of distortion of reality – unproven to false claims; (v) type of information – simple info to stimulation; (vi) topic of claim; (vii) whether claim spread on multiple sources or occasions; (viii) whether claim
forms part of a specific wider false narrative; (ix) degree of distortion of reality in false claim; (x) format/s in which claim spread; (xi) type of originator or promoter of the claim; (xii) type of channel/s by which claim spread; (xiii) factors that caused or may have caused claim to be created; (xiv) factors that may have facilitated spread of claim; (xv) potential durability of the false claim; (xvi) type of claim’s possible effects on belief or understanding; (xvii) whether claim is ‘action-able’ in near term – if believed; (xviii) type of ‘consequential effect’ – if believed; (xix) degree of confidence claim caused actual harm; (xx) field and form of actual harm caused; (xxi) whether claim had the potential to cause harm; (xxii) field and form of harm claim had potential to cause; (xxiii) potential scale of harm – 1 to 1 to 1 to many; (xxiv) durability of harm; (xxv) whether response to claim may have mitigated harm.

3.5. THE EVIDENCE ON WHICH FALSE, MISLEADING CLAIMS ARE CLASSIFIED

The claims are classified on the basis of evidence drawn from the following three sources.

(i) **Information contained within the fact-checks.** The author draws on evidence from the fact-checks they assessed. This includes data on the claim, evidence of effects and audience responses and the sources they quoted.

(ii) **Follow-up interviews and empirical evidence.** Where the fact-checks do not provide enough information, the author carried out follow-up investigations including desk-based research and interviews.

(iii) **Review of relevant studies.** Where useful, the author also assessed relevant studies were reviewed for evidence. As set out in the bibliography, the studies accessed provide evidence of and theories on: (i) the scale and nature of global misinformation, (ii) the scale and spread of misinformation in Africa, (iii) the originators and drivers of misinformation globally, (iv) factors facilitating belief and spread of misinformation, (v) the effect of misinformation on trust and of low trust on society, (vi) the role of misinformation fuelling, feeding off political radicalisation, (vii) the influence misinformation has on the outcome of elections, (viii) the role of misinformation inciting, or sustaining, violence and conflict, (ix) the influence of misinformation in shaping government policy, (x) the influence of vaccine misinformation on vaccination take-up, (xi) the influence of misinformation on public health in general.
3.6. CATEGORIES, CRITERIA AND SOURCES OF EVIDENCE USED

(i) The claim checked

The term ‘claim’ is used to refer to ‘any factual assertion made by a person or organisation, explicitly or on occasion implicitly, whether made by the spoken or written word or through presentation of an image’. This definition is drawn from the definition used in the guidelines for signatories of the International Fact-Checking Network, the global umbrella body for fact-checking. The description of each claim in the database is based on evidence in the fact-check.

(ii) Country or countries the claim concerns

Where a claim relates to events alleged to have taken place in a particular country or countries, the effect of the claim on an audience may depend, in part, on the location of the claim and audience. Using evidence drawn from the published fact-check, the database records the country or countries the claim refers to, including the country of any known source of the claim.

(iii) Country or countries in which claim observed

The database records the country or countries in which the claim was observed, based, again, on evidence from the published fact-check. The list of countries in which the claim was observed is not exhaustive. Few fact-checks record all countries in which a claim was observed.

(iv) Type of distortion of reality

There is no evidence that the type of distortion made by the claim shapes its effect on its audiences. However, understanding the way it distorts reality enables audiences to better understand and accept the falsity of information that may contain an element of truth. Using information drawn from the published fact-check, the database classifies entries by the type of distortion shown in one of the following ways – claims that are:

1. **Unproven** – A factual claim for which no definitive proof is publicly available
2. **Satire** – A factual claim that originated as satire but is understood to be true
3. **False** – A factual claim that is wholly false
4. **Mislabelled or misattributed** – A factual claim, often an image or statement, that is labelled or attributed in ways that distort understanding

5. **Misleading** – A factual claim that bears some truth but lacks crucial context or detail and so distorts understanding

6. **Overstated/understated** – A factual claim that overstates or understates the level or scale of a position

7. **Conflated** – A factual claim that conflates issues or events in a way that distorts understanding

8. **Fabricated or manipulated** – Content, presented as real, all or part of which is fabricated or manipulated in ways that distort understanding

9. **Imposter content** – Content falsely presented as having been created by an individual or organisation

10. **Coordinated inauthentic behaviour** – Fake accounts and manipulation of social media to create a false or misleading understanding, particularly of public attitudes

11. **Hoaxes and scams** – A false factual claim intended to deceive – often to spread computer viruses, or other harms, to deceive for amusement, illicit reward or other effect

### (v) Type of information

To assess whether the type of information influences its effect, the database categorises the claim according to the five information types identified by the academic McQuail\textsuperscript{112}. It does so based on content analysis of the claim in the published fact-check.

1. Simple information
2. Stimulation to action
3. Directing attention differentially
4. Persuasion
5. Defining situation/defining reality

(vi) Topic of claim

While much of the debate since 2016 about misinformation has focused on false claims related to politics, health and social divisions, the claims identified by fact-checkers as misinformation covered 20 broad topics. Many claims relate to more than one topic. As noted above, the list of topics identified is not exhaustive. It reflects both the selection biases of the fact-checking organisations whose work is studied – selecting what they consider to be important or interesting to fact-check, not all forms of misinformation – and the limits on their staff and resources. The identification of topics is based on content analysis of the false information.

**SUMMARY OF TOPICS:** (i) Accidents, disasters and need; (ii) business and economy; (iii) celebrities and the famous; (iv) crime and justice; (v) education; (vi) environment and climate; (vii) financial and other opportunities; (viii) gender; (ix) governance; (x) health; (xi) international relations; (xii) job offers; (xiii) media; (xiv) migration and communities; (xv) miscellaneous; (xvi) people drawn into public life; (xvii) politics, politicians and elections; (xviii) sex and sexuality; (xix) state of the country (infrastructure and development); and (xx) unrest and violence.

**DETAILS OF THE 20 BROAD TOPICS AND SUB-TOPICS OF CLAIMS IDENTIFIED**

(i) **ACCIDENTS, DISASTERS OR NEED** (False claims related to accidents and disasters, and false claims of need to seek donation). Two sub-topics.

False claim of need to seek donation; Claim re accident or disaster.

(ii) **BUSINESS AND ECONOMY** – False claims ref. businesses and business sectors, or a variety of economic indicators. Four sub-topics.

Claim ref. a business or business sector; Claim ref. cost of living, inflation; Claim ref. employment levels, number of job seekers; Claim ref. state of economy, trade, investment, debt.

(iii) **CELEBRITIES AND THE FAMOUS** – False claims of celebrity deaths or, claims ref. behaviour or views of well-known people. Four specific topics.

Claim ref. activity, behaviour or view of well-known person; Claim well-known person is dead or near death.
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(iv) **CRIME AND JUSTICE** – False claims ref. particular crimes, crime rates, policing, conviction rates, prison numbers, social factors in crime and more. Thirteen sub-topics.

Claim a food or product has been poisoned; Claim a particular type of crime or fraud is a threat; Claim ref. a particular criminal case; Claim ref. crime rates, risk of crime; Claim ref. crime risks to children; Claim ref. human rights violations; Claim ref. juvenile crime; Claim ref. laws, standards, rules of operation; Claim ref. policing, conviction rates; Claim ref. prison numbers, conditions; Claim ref. who is responsible for crime; Claim related to torture, enslavement of individuals or groups.

(v) **EDUCATION** False claims ref. school attendance, funding and costs, performances and standards. Five sub-topics.

Claim ref. attendance at schools; Claim ref. government spending on, costs of education; Claim ref. operation of exam system; Claim ref. operation of teaching and schools; Claims ref. performance levels, standards.

(vi) **ENVIRONMENT** – False claims ref. climate change, state of environment, energy sector, wildlife. Three sub-topics.

Claim ref. climate change; Claim ref. energy sector, renewables; Claim ref. wildlife, wildlife protection.

(vii) **FINANCIAL AND OTHER OPPORTUNITIES** – False claims of financial or other opportunities such as company giveaways. One sub-topic.

Hoax claim of company giveaways.

(viii) **GENDER** – False claims ref. attributes and status of genders, gender violence, code of dress, marriage laws and other relevant codes of behaviour. Six sub-topics.

Claim ref. attributes and behaviour of the genders; Claims ref. code of dress, behaviour for women; Claim ref. economic and workplace status of genders; Claim ref. gender abuse and violence; Claims ref. marriage laws and practices; Claims ref. sex trafficking, prostitution.

(ix) **GOVERNANCE** – False claims ref. government success, spending, behaviour, cost of or access to services, cost of governance. Eight sub-topics.

Claim of government competence, success; Claim of government incompetence, failure; Claim of inappropriate government spending; Claim of negative behaviour by government officials; Claim ref. corruption; Claims ref. cost and
level of politicians salaries; Claim ref. cost of or access to government services; Claim ref. international organisation.

(x) HEALTH – False claims on topics from false cures to symptoms, causes and prevalence of health conditions, diet, effect of activity, costs and quality of and access to healthcare. Twenty sub-topics.

Claim a food or product has been poisoned, is deadly; Claim of harm to health caused by a type of technology; Claim of harmful activity by health practitioners; Claim a product or ingredient is a health cure or effective treatment; Claim on effect of sexual activity on health; Claim ref. availability and/or cost of health treatment; Claim ref. causes of a health condition; Claim ref. general health risks to children; Claim ref. health effects of a particular condition; Claim ref. effect of diet or activity on health; Claim ref. level of public spending on health; Claim ref. means of spread of a health condition; Claim ref. prevalence of a health condition; Claim ref. quality of health services; Claim ref. risks of a health treatment or medication; Claim ref. susceptibility or immunity to a health condition; Claim ref. symptoms and/or effects of a health condition; Claim ref. the actions of authorities in health crisis; Claims of effect of diet, other on sexual activity; Claims related to sexual and reproductive health.

(xi) INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS – False claims ref. foreign governments’ activity or views, international disputes, public figures’ relationship with foreign powers, etc. Three sub-topics.

Claim ref. foreign government’s actions or views; Claim ref. international dispute; Claims ref. public figures relationship with foreign powers.

(xii) JOB OFFERS – Fake claims of job opportunities at companies; often financial scams or harvesting user ID. One sub-topic.

Claim a company or organisation is hiring staff.

(xiii) MEDIA – False claims about coverage of mainstream media, regulation of media. Imposter content claiming to be mainstream media content. Three sub-topics.

Claim ABOUT coverage by mainstream media; Claim about government regulation of media; Claim information is coverage by a named media.

(xiv) MIGRATION AND COMMUNITIES – False claims ref. size, behaviour, beliefs, economic and legal status of particular communities. Six sub-topics.

Claim ref. behaviour of ethnic, racial or religious group; Claim ref. cultural or religious practice or belief; Claim ref. economic status of different communities;
Claim ref. ethnic or religious discrimination; Claim ref. illegality by and/or legal status of immigrants; Claim ref. size of migrant, ethnic, religious communities.

(xv) MISCELLANEOUS – False claims on topics from the natural world to hoaxes for show or audience, satire on misc. topics, random topics. Five sub-topics.

Claim ref. natural world; Hoax for fun, show or to gain audience; Random claim – not specific to a topic; Ranking a miscellaneous feature in one country against the feature in others; Satire miscellaneous topic.

(xvi) PEOPLE DRAWN INTO PUBLIC LIFE – False identification of person as implicated in public life, smear of those drawn into public life. Two topics.

False identification of individual; Smear of people drawn into public life.

(xvii) POLITICS, POLITICIANS AND ELECTIONS – False claims ref. election processes, results, politicians’ views or activity, public opinion or support, political appointments and more. Ten sub-topics.

Claim ref. candidates and parties’ participation in elections; Claim ref. election fairness, rigging; Claim ref. election process; Claim ref. facts of election results; Claim ref. political and ministerial appointments; Claim ref. political party’s activities; Claim ref. politician or party’s policy or view; Claim ref. politician or party’s support; Claim ref. politician’s activity or person; Claim ref. public mood or political protests.

(xviii) SEX AND SEXUALITY – False claims ref. norms of sexual behaviour, status of different sexual relationships, sexual behaviour of teenagers, different genders. Five sub-topics.

Claim ref. norms of sexual behaviour; Claim ref. same-sex relationships; Claim ref. sex with animals; Claim ref. sexual behaviour by genders; Claim ref. teenage sexual behaviour.

(xvix) STATE OF THE COUNTRY (Infrastructure and development) – False claims on state of infrastructure (road, rail, electricity etc) and development indicators. Two sub-topics.

Claim ref. state of infrastructure; Claim ref. status of key human development indicators.

(xx) UNREST AND VIOLENCE – False claims ref. security, civil unrest, politically linked violence, ethnic or religious conflict. Four sub-topics.
Claim ref. civil unrest, politically linked violence; Claim ref. ethnic or religious conflict; Claim ref. government spending on military; Claim ref. state security or military issue.

(vii) Whether claim or variant spread on multiple sources, occasions

It has been known for decades that, due to the so-called ‘illusory truth’ effect\(^\text{113}\), individuals are more prone to believe information seen or heard from multiple sources, on multiple occasions.

To understand the potential effect of a false claim on audience belief or understanding, it is thus useful to know whether the claim, or a close variant of it, has been spread widely in the recent past\(^\text{114}\). Based on information drawn from the fact-checks, each claim is categorised as:

1. Appeared on only one source, one channel – as reported in fact-check
2. Appeared from one source on more than one channel, short period (2 months or lesser)
3. Appeared on several (2–5) sources over short period (2 months or lesser)
4. Appeared on several (2–5) sources over an extended period (>2 months)
5. Appeared on numerous (6+) sources over short period (2 months or lesser)
6. Appeared on numerous (6+) sources over extended period
7. Details unclear in fact-check

(viii) Whether claim forms part of a specific wider false narrative

One theory of misinformation effect suggests that individual examples of misinformation have greatest effect when they contribute to a widely accepted false narrative. The effect is caused, in this instance, by a combination of the ‘illusory truth effect’ (believing a false claim more readily because it has been seen repeatedly) and of its contribution to or reinforcement of an existing belief system or worldview. For this reason, the database records whether the false claims

\(^{113}\) Vicol, DO. (2020) ‘Who is most likely to believe and to share misinformation?’ Full Fact. pp. 7–8 https://fullfact.org/media/uploads/who-believes-shares-misinformation.pdf

\(^{114}\) The fact that a claim has been spread on multiple occasions does not, of course, guarantee that those who see the most recent version saw all previous ones, but it increases the probability.
identified are part of a ‘specific wider false narrative’, and in the next category, what false narrative that is. While many false claims may fit into a general false narrative such as the idea that ‘all politicians are liars’, for this question to be answered in the affirmative, the false narrative must be more specific, for example that ‘vaccines are harmful/deadly’, ‘crime is rising’ (when it is not) or ‘authorities are rigging the election’ when they are not.

(ix) Explanation of false narrative of which it’s part

In this category, the database provides written details of the specific wider false narrative of which it is a part, and, where possible examples of other citations of the false narrative.

(x) Degree of distortion of reality in false claim

While all the database entries are false or misleading in some way, the degree to which claims distort reality differs. After previously categorising the ‘type’ of distortion of reality, the database recognises these differences of degree, categorising all entries as either:

1. Mostly or completely false
2. Includes substantial element of truth but misleading
3. Wrong in some aspect, but picture is broadly accurate

This is recorded on the premise that the degree of distortion of reality, in part, shapes the effect that the information has on audience understanding.

(xi) Explanation of finding on degree of distortion

In this category, the database provides written explanation of the finding on the degree of distortion.

(xii) Format or formats in which the claim spread

Many of the false claims identified in the database were made public in more than one format – first broadcast in an interview on TV or radio, and then related online or turned into a meme. Much existing research suggests that the format in which information was originally transmitted appears to have little impact on its effect on belief or understanding\(^\text{115}\). Nevertheless, the database records the format or formats observed for two reasons. Firstly, to test again whether the type of format in which the information is transmitted correlates in any way with greater or

\(^{115}\) See https://www.niemanlab.org/2021/01/yes-deepfakes-can-make-people-believe-in-misinformation-but-no-more-than-less-hyped-ways-of-lying/
lesser effect on understanding. And secondly to understand the range of formats in which misinformation is observed, noting that while much post-2016 debate has focused on misinformation spread in online articles or memes, the range of formats is much greater. At the time of writing, the formats identified were as follows, noting that where details of the format were unclear in the fact-check, that lack of evidence is recorded.

(i) Broadcasts statements (TV or radio); (ii) Community rumours or myths; (iii) Email statements; (iv) Faked documents, web pages or sites; (v) Memes shared online; (vi) Official statements; (vii) Photos or photo captions; (viii) Product labels; (ix) Public signs or posters; (x) Speeches to live audiences; (xi) Videos or video captions; (xii) Voice notes or phone messages; (xiii) Written news articles, written posts online or on messaging apps.

(xiii) Type of originator or promoter of the claim

To understand what and who drives misinformation, the database categorises the type of originator or promoter of the false claims by their professional or social role, so far as can be shown from the fact-checks. Who originates or spreads misinformation may also be a factor in amplifying or diminishing its effect. The study uses these data and considers possible correlation. Where those who originated or promoted the false claim fall into more than one category, these different categories are all recorded. The categories identified to date are as follows:


\(^{116}\) This is decided based on who publishes the claim, not where it is published. It applies whether the claim is published in an academic journal, in mainstream media or on social media.

\(^{117}\) ‘Celebrity’ refers to a famous person, notably in the field of entertainment or sport. It does not cover those who are famous for other reasons, such as prominent politicians or scientists, for example.

\(^{118}\) ‘Conspiracy theorist’ refers to people or organisations promoting an established conspiracy theory, such as those related to vaccines or the politically motivated false claim that the Nigerian president had died and been replaced by a ‘clone’, and the media knows this but does not report it.

\(^{119}\) ‘Domestic media’ refers to national and local broadcast, print and online media – where there is a news-driven editorial structure involved. It distinguishes this from domestic junk news and hyper-partisan media.

\(^{120}\) Refers to individuals or groups who, from information in the fact-check or online, appear to be activists promoting an ethnic or religious agenda (traditional and religious leaders are listed separately).

121 ‘Hoaxer or scammer’ refers to individuals or publications who originate or promote false information intended to deceive either for amusement or financial reward. It does NOT refer to those who create hoaxes for political or social effect – who are referenced as political or social activists.

122 ‘International organisation’ refers to organisations such as the African Union, WHO or UN agencies which issue statements found in some way to be false.

123 The term ‘junk news site or page’ applies to online operations purporting to offer news, if analysis of the site suggests the majority of the content comprises false or misleading information.

124 ‘Known or suspected political, social activist’ refers to an individual, or group, who – from information in the fact-check or identifiable online, can be safely identified as a supporter of a political or social cause. This excludes online accounts that appear to support a cause but have no online back history. It does not include politicians or leaders of campaigns.

125 ‘Myth – unknown origin’ refers to a myth that originated from an unknown source but now spreads on community networks, in media, on social media or elsewhere.

126 Refers to domestic NGOs/CSOs.

127 ‘Hyper-partisan media or online forum’ refers to media (broadcast, print or online) or online fora such as Facebook groups or others – that promote exclusively one-sided information as news.

128 The term ‘satirist’ is applied to content creators or promoters who define themselves as satirists or parody accounts, save where another purpose can be proven.

129 This term applies to individuals, companies and media or news sites that present themselves as offering health services or advice – without recognised medical authority.

130 The term ‘Social media influencer or page’ is used to refer to an individual or page with at least 30,000 followers online, who is not already well known for their activities offline.

131 The term ‘social media user’ is used to refer to an online social media account believed to be genuinely that of a real individual – but one not identifiable as belonging to any of the other categories.

132 For example, a police official, army spokesperson or civil servant.

133 An individual who claims, and may have, expertise in a particular specialist field – not health.
26. Unidentified bad actor online – political effect\textsuperscript{134}; 27. Unidentified bad actor online – practical harm\textsuperscript{135}; 28. Unidentified individual or group – offline.\textsuperscript{136}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(xiv) Type of channel or channels by which the claim spread</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To understand the audience the misinformation/disinformation may have reached, and thus the effect it may have had, the database records the channel or channels by which it was known to have been transmitted. This is done using information from the fact-checks. This information is not exhaustive. Many factchecks identify where they saw the false information but do not search beyond that. The channels identified are as follows:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(xv) Factors that caused or may have caused the claim to be created</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The database identifies 12 factors that appear to have caused, or may have caused or contributed to, the false claim to be created – beyond the creator’s adherence to a particular world view. Drawing on information in the fact-checks and from studies of misinformation, the factors proposed range from mistakes and lack of access to reliable information, to financial or political motivations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{134} This term is used for individuals or organisations who (i) have created a fake or imposter online account (ii) knowingly fabricated false information (iii) where that information has potential political effect. This can include political hoaxes – where the creator of the hoax is unidentified.

\textsuperscript{135} This term is used for individuals or organisations who (i) have created a fake or imposter online account (ii) knowingly fabricated false information (iii) where that information has potential harmful effects – beyond the political field.

\textsuperscript{136} Used for an individual or group offline – where they cannot be identified.
1. Errors in understanding/explaining complex info and failure to verify simple claims
   - Make error in understanding and explaining complex information
   - Fail to verify information they create and share either for lack of verification skills or reflex

2. Lack of access to accurate information to check false claims against
   - Create and share false information due to lack of access to accurate information
   - Restricted access to accurate official information
   - Lack of trust in official information

3. Bad actors create false information to cause harm to particular targets
   - To cause harm by spreading a computer virus
   - To cause harm through malice to particular individual
   - To cause harm through malice to a particular business or sector

4. Unknown actors create false information for political or social effect
   - By sowing division between or distrust of particular communities; distrust in institutions; fears related to the economy or people's finances; fears related to crime; fears or panic in other fields or general

5. Individuals, organisations, to raise their audience for financial or other reward
   - Hoaxer wanting the gratification of pulling a hoax
   - Junk news sites or pages wanting to increase audience for financial reasons
   - Satirist wanting either to make a point, or increase audience for financial reasons
   - Social media influencer/page wanting to increase audience for financial, other reasons
   - Social media user wanting to increase audience for gratification
   - Traditional media wanting to increase audience for financial, other reasons
6. **Businesses, legitimate or illegitimate, with an agenda**
   - Business talking down its competitors’ performance, services
   - Businesses talking up its performance, services, sector
   - Business, orgs seeking attention – to promote their brand
   - Self-styled health practitioners wanting to increase clients

7. **General public – no known affiliation**
   - To promote information that they think helpful
   - To engage in a public discussion or area of speculation
   - To generate support for cause or point of view that matches theirs
   - To undermine support for cause or point of view that contradicts theirs

8. **Media with a political/social agenda**
   - To undermine support for a cause or point of view
   - To generate support for a cause or point of view

9. **Miscellaneous interests**
   - Individual or group seeking to deter or promote a particular behaviour

10. **Non-governmental organisations, campaigners**
    - To promote information that they think helpful
    - To undermine support for a cause or point of view that matches theirs
    - To generate support for a cause or point of view that contradicts theirs

11. **Politicians, officials and social, political or religious activists**
    - To increase their own support
    - To undermine support for an opponent
    - To generate support for a policy or cause
    - To suppress voting in an election

---

137 See this as an example: misinformation at a local level to deter behaviour a group objected to. https://factcheck.afp.com/no-johannesburg-has-not-banned-informal-waste-collectors
• To ‘defend their people/religion’, or ‘stir division’ (depends on viewpoint)
• To express or spread their fears of vaccines
• To promote belief in religious phenomena

12. Scammers and hoaxes seeking money or data
• Scammers seeking money or personal data

(xvi) Explanation of finding on factors that may have caused false claim

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of the finding on factors that have or may have caused or contributed to the creation of the misinformation. The motivation of some, such as financial scams or political smears is clear. In other cases, individuals who made false claims have acknowledged and explained an error. In such cases, the causes can be attributed with reasonable certainty. Where cause is hard to deduce this uncertainty is acknowledged.

(xvii) Factors that may have facilitated the spread of the claim

The database also identifies the factors that may have facilitated or played a part in facilitating the spread of the misinformation, over and above two factors which are highly important, and mentioned in the report, but apply to most entries and hence not highlighted here.

1. the availability and functionality of social media and messaging apps that enable and encourage sharing – particularly of emotionally charged content
2. the availability and functionality of other channels such as links between information that is broadcast via TV and radio and offline community networks, that or encourage sharing of information

The factors the database identifies, using evidence drawn from the fact-checks, and evidence from existing research on the reasons individuals share information138, are as follows:

I. Adherence to a pre-existing view, mindset or knowledge – including
• Acceptance of a stereotype of community or group
• Adherence to conspiracy theories

• Strongly held views on identity-related issues
• Belief in supernatural or religious phenomena
• Adherence to and desire to spread or defend particular religious, political, social views
• Hostility to a foreign power
• Hostility to and/or lack of trust in those in authority/the elite
• Limited understanding of science
• Mindset that finds it acceptable to illustrate a situation with an image of another (real but different) situation
• Mindset that speculates about topic of public interest

2. **Emotional response to the information – including**

  • It confirms a pre-existing view of the world
  • It is seen as an example to follow
  • It is seen as funny/amusing
  • It is seen as good news, provokes a sense of relief
  • It is seen as shocking and daring or shocking and amazing
  • It is something authorities/elite ‘don’t want people to know’
  • It makes readers feel confirmed in their view and in the know
  • It provokes anger, outrage
  • It provokes empathy, pity, desire to help
  • It provokes fears in general
  • It provokes fears of danger to children
  • It provokes interest in the lives of the famous
  • It provokes the desire, need to secure a job offer or giveaway
  • It provokes the desire to share information you consider helpful

3. **Error and/or the lack of a verification reflex – including**

  • Individuals/orgs make error in understanding and explaining complex information
  • Individuals/orgs fail to verify information they create and share either for lack of verification skills or reflex
  • Individuals/orgs have restricted access to accurate official information
  • Individuals/orgs lack trust in official information
Explanation of finding on factors that may have facilitated spread

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of the findings on factors that have or may have facilitated the spread of the misinformation, beyond the functionalities of social and traditional media. This is done through references to existing research into factors that facilitate the spread of information and evidence from the specific fact-check.

Potential durability of the false claim

Evidence from both cognitive science and longitudinal studies of belief in false information, suggests that much misinformation is, to cite Stephen Lewandowski’s word ‘sticky’ – belief in the false claim persisting even when reliable evidence is presented that the information is false. Not all false information has the same effect, however. Not only do other studies show that repeated correction of false information can reduce belief in false information over time, but certain forms of false information are naturally less durable than others. The database categorises claims as

1. Easily disproven
2. Naturally disproven by course of events
3. Potentially durable
4. Uncertain durability

Explanation of finding on durability of false claim

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of the findings on the durability of the false information – based on evidence from the fact-check.

Type of claim’s possible effects on belief or understanding

False information may have different effects on individuals’ beliefs or understanding from no effect, where the information is not believed, to the creation of an entirely new false belief. Starting from a scale set out by Joseph Klapper in 1960, the database categorises false information as having, potentially one or more of the following effects – if believed.

1. Prevention of change in belief or understanding
2. Reinforcement of existing belief or understanding
3. Minor change in form, intensity of belief or understanding


140 For example – so called ‘fake death notices’ claiming falsely that a prominent person has been killed.
4. Conversion from one belief to another or understanding
5. Creation of false new belief or understanding

(xxii) Explanation of finding on type of effects on belief or understanding

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of the findings on the type of effects on belief or understanding based on evidence drawn from the fact-check such as (i) whether the situation described is new, (ii) whether responses suggest the audience has pre-existing views on the topic, (iii) whether responses suggest views have been changed.

(xxiii) Whether the claim is actionable near term – if believed

The potential for false information to cause harm by changing individuals’ beliefs or understanding, depends – in part – on whether or not the changed belief or understanding is one on which the individual has (i) the capacity and (ii) motivation to take some form of action that may be prejudicial to themselves or others.

For example, when misinformation circulates on messaging apps advising people to take a ‘health cure’, members of the public may have both capacity and feel motivated to follow the advice or suggest others in their circle do so. If the misinformation relates to a policy issue, individual members of the public may have limited capacity to act but policy-makers may be able to do so.

The database assesses each entry for evidence of the combination of audience capacity and motivation to act, based on evidence in the fact-check. Setting aside the question of whether the audience could either spread or peacefully protest the situation falsely defined, it asks whether either individual members of the public or policy-makers could take potentially harmful action, in the near-term, if they believed the false information, or whether there is no such action they would have the capacity and motivation to take. ‘Policy-makers’ are defined in these terms as anyone in a position to set or define the rules guiding the actions of others such as parliamentarians, members of the judiciary, health administrators and employers.

The database cross-checks these findings against evidence of actual harm to establish whether there is any correlation between whether and by whom misinformation is actionable and harm.

(xxiv) Explanation of finding on actionability

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of the findings on actionability, based on evidence in the fact-checks and cross-checking with evidence of actual harms caused.
(xxv) Type of ‘consequential effect’ – if claim believed

Not all changes of belief or understanding cause an action or feeling that has any consequence. Others do or may bring a change of some value to the individual or society, whether to their benefit or harm. This section of the database identifies whether, according to the best evidence available, the changes in belief or understanding if they occur may have led or might contribute to potential effects for individuals or society. Based on evidence from the fact-checks, further investigations and studies, entries are rated as:

1. No actual or potential consequential effect identified
2. Actual or potential beneficial effect identified
3. Actual or potential harmful effect identified

(xxvi) Explanation of finding on type of consequential effect

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of the findings on the type of consequential effect identified. If the effect is identified as of no consequence, or actually or potentially beneficial, the reason for and details of that finding are explained here.

(xxvii) Degree of confidence claim caused actual harm

The degree of confidence that a claim in the database directly caused harmful effects varies from case to case. The database categorises that confidence as follows (See below the subsequent field where we explain the evidence).

1. No evidence was identified that the claim caused actual harm
2. Evidence suggests claim may have caused actual harm
3. Strong evidence shows that the claim caused actual harm

(xxviii) Field and form of actual harm caused

The database then sets out the field in which the actual harm was caused, and the form, or sub-field, of the harm identified. The fields identified are as follows:

1. **Physical harms** – from vigilante and gender-based violence to harms to individuals’ and public health
2. **Harms to mental health** – from personal distress to public alarm
3. **Harms to fairness, social cohesion** – from entrenching negative stereotypes to enflaming social divisions
4. **Harms to the justice system** – from distorting particular cases to judicial policy
5. **Harms to the political system** – from suppressing voting, to distorting the focus of debate
6. **Harm to business, economy** – from company reputations to economic policy

7. **Harms to the environment** – from endangering wildlife to distorting policy focus

8. **Harm to international relations** – from distorting public understanding to government policy

9. **Harm to individuals’ finances, practical harms** – from financial loss to identity theft, and the spreading of computer viruses

10. **Harm through distorted understanding of the natural world** – miscellaneous

(xxix) **Evidence of actual harm caused**

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of and evidence for the findings on actual harm caused, with links to sources where appropriate.

(xxx) **Whether claim had potential to cause harm**

The database then identifies whether evidence suggests that the false claim has the potential to cause harm and how. The fields identified are as follows:

1. Yes, subject to conditions
2. Yes, through cumulative effect
3. No apparent potential to cause substantial harm*

(*other than reduction in faith in information sources in general – an effect discussed in the report)

(xxxi) **Field and form of harm claim had potential to cause**

The database then sets out the field in which the actual harm was caused, and the form, or sub-field, of the harm identified. The fields identified are as follows:

1. **Physical harms** – from vigilante and gender-based violence to harms to individuals’ and public health
2. **Harms to mental health** – from personal distress to public alarm
3. **Harms to fairness, social cohesion** – from entrenching negative stereotypes to enflaming social divisions
4. **Harms to the justice system** – from distorting particular cases to judicial policy
5. **Harms to the political system** – from suppressing voting, to distorting the focus of debate
6. **Harm to business, economy** – from company reputations to economic policy

7. **Harms to the environment** – from endangering wildlife to distorting policy focus

8. **Harm to international relations** – from distorting public understanding to government policy

9. **Harm to individuals’ finances, practical harms** – from financial loss to identity theft, and the spreading of computer viruses

10. **Harm through distorted understanding of the natural world** – miscellaneous

**(xxxii) Explanation for finding on potential to cause harm**

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of and evidence for the findings on the potential of the claim to cause harm, with links to sources where appropriate.

**(xxxiii) Potential scale of harm – from one-to-one to one-to-many**

The scale of the harm that can follow from misinformation depends in part on its audience: whether the harm is one they suffer, themselves, or one they cause to others and, in the latter case, their position to affect others through their role in their community or wider society. The database thus categorises potential harm as carried out:

1. One-to-one self
2. One-to-one other
3. One to many
4. Many to 1
5. Many to many

**(xxxiv) Evidence for finding on potential scale of harm**

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of and evidence for the findings on the potential scale of the harm that may be caused, with links to sources where appropriate.

**(xxxv) Potential durability of harm**

The degree of harm that can follow from misinformation depends in part, also, on the permanence, or durability of that harm. In the simplest terms, harm that leads
to individuals dying is permanent. A temporary increase in mental stress may be ameliorated over time.

The database categorises harms as

1. Permanent
2. Durable
3. Transitory
4. Uncertain

(xxxvi) Evidence for finding on potential durability of harm

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of and evidence for the findings on the potential scale of the harm that may be caused, with links to sources where appropriate.

(xxxvii) Whether response to claim may have mitigated harm

Finally, the database identifies instances in which

(i) the misinformation that was shared was questioned or fact-checked by the public and/or subject of the misinformation

(ii) the originators responded either to this questioning of their claims or the questioning of their claims by the fact-checking organisations

Recent research from the United States\textsuperscript{141} has suggested that the questioning of misinformation shared online, by members of the public who are sceptical about it, has a significant effect in reducing the spread and the perceived credibility of the information. The report both (i) cross-checks this evidence to determine whether there is any observable correlation between the questioning of the misinformation and evidence of harm and (ii) sets out the theoretical evidence mentioned above.

(xxxviii) Evidence for finding on mitigation of harm

In this section, the database sets out an explanation of and evidence for the findings on mitigation of harm.